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MONITORING HATE SPEECH IN THE MEDIA 
 

In Turkey, we frequently witness the use of a biased, prejudiced and discriminating language. The 
provocative, racist and discriminatory language used in the news, and especially in the headlines and 
news titles, becomes an instrument that entrenches stereotypes and fuels feelings of hostility and 
discrimination in the society. Despite the fact that there are universal and national principles of 
journalism, and that some media organizations have been issued their own code of ethics, many 
journalistic end products happen to violate these principles. The use of such language entrenches 
unrest in the society as well as a widespread prejudice against vulnerable groups. Targeted 
individuals and groups become restless and silent, and are forced to renounce their right to 
participate in social and political life, a sine qua non of democracy. Such provocative and stigmatizing 
use of language can sometimes result in attacks on the members or gathering places of marginalized 
and antagonized groups.  

At the core of hate speech lie prejudices, racism, xenophobia, partiality, discrimination, sexism and 
homophobia. Factors such as cultural identities and group characteristics have an impact on the use 
of hate speech; yet under certain conditions, such as rising nationalism or intolerance towards what 
is different, further increases hate speech as well as its impact.   

Due to various reasons, Turkey has been witnessing polarization between various segments of 
society; thus intolerance towards the different, the “other”, is becoming more and more widespread. 
Conflicts in Southeast Anatolia ongoing for years, the sudden demographic change in Turkey caused 
by displacement of people due to the conflict, as well as the economic, social and cultural conflicts 
have all played a role in the escalation of tension between communities. On the other hand, 
democratic efforts such as the initiatives in minority rights and liberal economy, as well as the way 
the Cyprus Question debate is perceived and portrayed as “plots on Turkey by foreign powers” also 
contribute to polarization and enmity. Furthermore, developments in the Middle East, discussions 
around the Kurdish and Armenian questions, and the peace process currently on the agenda lead to 
individuals and institutions who have suggestions for solution, to be targeted and certain ethnic 
groups to be portrayed as enemies. Such discourse, produced by particular publications with 
opposite standpoints, sets the ground for a conflictual atmosphere. Finally, the way Taksim Gezi Park 
events were covered in newspapers was important, as it revealed how the media can fuel 
polarization in society. 

Hence, the manifestation of hostile perceptions and attitudes towards different groups and 
individuals, who are known or assumed to be members of such groups, has become an important 
and ever-growing problem in Turkey. Even opinion leaders such as government officials, opposition 
leaders and public servants have no qualms when it comes to using such racist and discriminating 
language. As is well known, the claim of government officials that the Taksim Gezi Park Events are 
organized by “foreign agents” and the “interest lobby” discourse lead certain groups, Jews being the 
first among them, to be targeted.  

Media, often dubbed as the fourth estate, is one of the most effective cultural transmitters. 
Therefore, as much as it has the power to highlight diversity and difference, it can also be extremely 
effective and guiding in terms of spreading or banalizing a conflict. If the media behaves irresponsible 
or careless, it can very easily trigger, nurture and strengthen racism and hatred between people, and 
worst of all, it can legitimize and justify such attitudes. 

For many years, the media in Turkey has been one of the active sources of nationalistic and 
discriminatory discourse. Such a journalism practice substantially contributed to the polarization in 
society. When we look into some of the hate crimes that took place in recent years, it becomes 
easier to understand the impact of the media. Yasin Hayal, who is on trial as the instigator of the 
Hrant Dink murder, said in his statement that, “He did not know Hrant Dink personally, but had read 
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from newspapers that he was an enemy of the Turks.” The person accused for attacking the priest of 
the Church of St. Sophia in Izmir, on December 2007, stated that he committed the crime to become 
a hero like Ogün Samast. 

One of the main objectives of the Hrant Dink Foundation, which was founded after the murder of 
Hrant Dink for the purpose of carrying on his dreams, ideals and struggle, is to contribute to ending 
the polarization and enmity in the society.   

 
MONITORING HATE SPEECH IN NATIONAL AND  

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS IN TURKEY 
 
Aim and scope of the study 
 
The overarching aim of the study Media Watch on Hate Speech is to contribute to combating racism, 
discrimination and intolerance in Turkey. Taking into account the importance of civilian oversight on 
the media, as one of the instruments for producing and reproducing racism, discrimination, and 
alienation; the specific goal of this study is to foster newspapers’ respect for human rights and 
differences, draw attention to the discriminatory language and hate speech featured in news 
stories and opinion columns and thereby raise awareness and encourage the print media to stop 
using hate speech and discriminatory language.  

In the long run, the study aims to support non-governmental organizations in combating hate 
speech, enhancing media watch skills, and working together systematically to ensure that the media 
is respectful of social and cultural diversity and upholds equity in its language and methods.  

Within the framework of the “Media Watch on Hate Speech” -a project carried out by the 
Foundation to achieve the abovementioned goals-, the national and local press are monitored, 
scanned, and news stories and opinion columns that feature discriminatory, alienating and target-
making discourse are identified, analyzed and brought to public attention through reports and the 
website www.nefretsoylemi.org. The content provided on the project website is also shared through 
various social media outlets, such as Facebook and Twitter. The report is sent to non-governmental 
organizations, media organizations and professional organizations, and also published on 
nefretsoylemi.org.  

Apart from monitoring of newspapers, the project aims at raising sensitivity about hate speech by 
organizing research conferences, seminars and trainings with NGO representatives, jurists, 
academics, professional organizations and journalists. Throughout the project, with a view to inform 
people about the concept of “hate speech”, to provide opportunities for a discussion of possible 
ways and methods of countering discriminatory and racist discourse, and to encourage a more 
conscious and respectful language towards human rights issues and minorities in the media; we hold 
panel discussions in participation with internationally acclaimed academics working in the field, we 
organize meetings on hate speech in universities whereby project findings are discussed based on 
specific cases.  

Furthermore, we make efforts so that there are lectures on hate speech, there are theses are 
dissertations that study hate speech, and in line with these efforts, we prepared a one-semester 
syllabus named “Discrimination, Hate Speech, and Media” in the year of 2012 and shared it with 
academicians. In this period, we are working towards improving the content of the syllabus and for 
its application in universities. Moreover, we also plan to publish a multi-authored book that will both 

http://www.nefretsoylemi.org/
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serve as a supplementary source for the syllabus and as an introductory source for the general 
reader.  

Methodology 
 
Within the scope of the media monitoring work focusing on hate speech, all national newspapers and 
approximately 500 local newspapers are scanned based on pre-determined keywords (e.g. 
collaborator, Turcophobe, separatist etc.). 
 
While the main focus has been on hate speech based on ethnic and religious identity, sexist and 
homophobic discourse were also examined within the scope of the monitoring work. In this study, we 
used the critical discourse analysis method, as well as other associated techniques, commonly used in 
media studies. In line with the characteristics of news pieces, textual and iconographic (photographs, 
pictures and other illustrations) analyses were carried out. In order determine specific indicators for 
the content and discourse of the news, first, we conduct quantitative analyses on where (on which 
pages), how, and through which sources hate speech is constructed. 

We based our definition of hate speech on the 1997 Recommendation on hate speech accepted by 
the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. Hate speech, as defined by the Council of 
Europe, “covers all forms of expression which spread, incite, promote or justify racial hatred, 
xenophobia, anti-Semitism or other forms of hatred based on intolerance, including: intolerance 
expressed by aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility against 
minorities, migrants and people of immigrant origin.” 

News articles identified as featuring hate speech -in accordance with the purpose and scope 
explained above- are divided into categories based on qualitative characteristics of the adopted 
discourse. Based on previously conducted international scientific studies, and in consideration of the 
country-specific lingual and cultural differences, hateful discourse was categories as follows: 
 
1) Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion: Any discourse that features negative generalization, 
distortion, exaggeration or negative attribution targeting a community as a whole, based on a 
specific individual or event (e.g. “Turkey is drowned into the sound of bells!”) 

2) Blasphemy / Insult / Degradation: Any discourse that contains direct swearing, insult or 
denigration (e.g. use of words such as treacherous, dog, mud-blood etc.). 

3) Enmity / War-mongering: Any discourse that includes hostile, war-mongering expressions about a 
community (e.g. tyranny of infields) 

4) Use of inherent identity as an element of hate or humiliation / Symbolization: Any discourse that 
uses various aspects of one’s natural identity as an element of hate, humiliation or symbolization. For 
example, use of phrases such as “your mother is Armenian any way” or “is your surname Davutoğlu 
or Davutyan?” with negative connotations. 

In the year of 2013, besides hardline hate speech, discourses that are formulated in a relatively 
implicit manner, and that covertly convey discriminating or alienating messages were also tackled as 
the subject of a separate file. Media watch on discriminating discourse started with the examination 
of discourse constructed around the Black Sea visit of the People’s Democratic Congress (HDK) 
members including deputies from the Peace and Democracy Party (BDP). In this study, all news 
stories and opinion columns, between February 15 and 28, covering this event in Bizim Karadeniz, 
Taka, Cumhuriyet, Hürriyet, Sabah and Zaman dailies were analyzed and the results were shared in 
the previous report. 
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In the second report of this year, all news stories and columns about Gezi Events published in 
Habertürk, Hürriyet, Özgür Gündem, Radikal, Sabah, Sözcü, Taraf, Yeni Şafak and Zaman dailies 
were analyzed. These newspapers were monitored during the first week of the events, June 1-7, 
2013. News pieces were then analyzed using content analysis and discourse analysis methods. The 
results of this study can be found in the second section of the report. 
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FINDINGS 

During the four months covering May, June, July and August 2013 of the Media Watch on Hate 
Speech Research, 81 news stories and opinion columns were identified as targeting ethnic and 
religious groups. 

The period covering the second four months of 2013 showed a significant decrease compared to 
previous periods; however, this decrease did not result from a reduction in hate speech. During the 
analyzed period in which the Gezi Events took place, hate speech was directed towards people who 
participated in the protests, a group that is difficult to identify. Detailed information on such content 
can be found in the special file included in this report, as well as in this section, where we present 
various samples, not included in statistical analyses. Again, connected with the news and columns 
concerning Gezi Events, there has been an increase in hate speech based on “targeting”, which we 
usually avoid including among our categories unless a subject is targeted based on an inherent 
element of his/her identity. Since “targeting” was based on participation in and/or support to Gezi 
Events, we did not include these items in statistical analyses. However, we still presented various 
examples of this sort in the present section so that such content does not go unnoticed. 

Another reason for the misleading reduction in the number of news items featuring hate speech was 
due to the way we evaluated covert hate speech based on verses from the Qur’an. While direct 
quotations from the Qur’an were not labeled as hate speech and were considered as a subject of 
another discussion, the addition of hateful expressions by the author was examined within the scope 
of hate speech. 

Graph 1:  
 

 
 
While there was a decrease in news items featuring hate speech, the number of targeted groups 
showed a remarkable increase. Among the 25 groups targeted by hate speech, some were targeted in 
a single article, while 15 of them were targeted in multiple articles.  
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reveal how groups that become targets of hate speech change depending on the context. That being 
said, the permanency of groups that have long been frequent targets of hate speech gives important 
clues as to their vulnerability against hate speech.  
 
In the examination of pieces concerning political viewpoints, extra attention has been given to the 
boundary between criticism and hate speech. However, groups such as “Kemalists, socialists, and 
communists” had to be included in the category of hate speech as they were exposed to blatant 
insults. 
 
When we assess common characteristics of targeted groups, we observe that groups were subjected 
to hate speech based on their ethnic, religious and national identities, in rank order. Eight groups 
based on ethnic origins, six groups based on religious affiliation, and seven groups based on 
national identity were subjected to hate speech. Apart from these, we also observed use of hate 
speech targeting groups with general expressions, such as “the West” and “ethnic minorities.” Even 
though such discourse also targets groups based on their ethnic, national or religious identity, the 
particular focus is not explicitly identified. The phrase “the West” frequently involved references to 
“the Christian West”, however, since the phrase itself was “the West”, these articles were examined 
within a different category. Since a single article may target more than one group, when the articles 
with references to “the West – Christian – Non-Muslim” were examined together, hate speech was 
identified in a total of 120 instances. However, there were a total of 34 articles targeting these 
groups. This is important in terms of highlighting hate speech based on religious references, which 
may be misleading due to its potential to be constructed in different forms. 
 
Graph 2:  
 

 
 
As in the previous period, most of the news items identified to contain hate speech were published in 
the national press during the period May-August 2013. Among the 81 analyzed news items, 53 
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Similar to previous periods, it was observed that hate speech was produced particularly in opinion 
columns. Of the analyzed pieces, 61 were opinion columns and 16 were news stories and one of the 
items was evaluated as a photo-news. Three pieces, published under different headings in sections 
allocated for readers’ contributions, were identified to contain hate speech. It is beneficial to 
underscore this issue in terms of “readers’ contributions”. Finally, hate speech was identified in an 
item published under the section “Press Archive”. Items published in this section are classified in two 
categories; 1) the reproduction of problematic discourse through a favorable representation of 
articles that contain hate speech, 2) the unfavorable presentation and targeting of articles without 
hate speech content, in accordance with the newspaper’s ideology. If the original article referenced in 
the Press Archive section was among the newspapers monitored within the scope of this study, the 
reproduction of this discourse was not included in statistical analyses; however, referenced articles 
that come from different newspapers were included in analyses. While news items based on targeting 
were not included in this period’s statistics, the “Press Archive” section of Yeni Akit daily published on 
June 18, 2013 stands out as an example of the second category described above. Under the heading, 
“Pervert liars calling people to civil war,” authors such as Can Dündar, Mehmet Tezkan, Cengiz Çandar, 
and Hasan Cemal are targeted by hate speech based on their evaluations regarding Gezi Events. 
Examples of this sort taking place under a heading like “archive”, point to an active participation in 
the production of hate speech, rather than a passive  “reproduction” process, and demonstrates the 
variability of platforms where hate speech can be featured.  
 
As mentioned above, even though their rank order changes, the most frequent targets of hate speech 
stay the same regardless of the analyzed period. Similar to previous periods, Armenians constituted 
the most frequent targets of hate speech followed by Jews and Christians, in rank order. While the 
theme “Christian / hostile West” was encountered in 13 pieces, Kurds (5 pieces), the British (5 
pieces) and Rums (Turkey Greeks, 4 pieces) constituted the next frequently targeted groups. Apart 
from national, ethnic and religious groups, institutions were subjected to hate speech relatively less 
than the previous periods, while hate speech against BDP prevailed. News items referring to BDP 
involved an implicit discourse based on suggestions without revealing any names. Such discourse can 
be exemplified with phrases such as, “Militants disguised as deputies” or “PKK’s vowless politicians”. 
Again, as mentioned above, we also pinpointed a type of discourse, directed at publicly prominent 
names, based on targeting and promoting hate due to their supportive stance towards Gezi Events 

Two predominant issues, encountered in articles that featured hate speech, were evaluations of the 
process labeled as the “Kurdish opening” or the “Solution Process,” and Gezi Protests.  

Concerning the Gezi Events, we observed a discourse based on generalization of people, who actually 
had gotten together within a flexible structure. On the other hand, concerning hate speech towards 
Kurds, in addition to the “good Kurds / bad Kurds” discourse, we observed the use of statements such 
as “Communities inhabiting various eastern cities” which obscure the target, however, just for the 
very reason are more dangerous. As well as groups who were described in general terms, such as 
“Non-Muslim” or “Westerner,” explicitly named groups were also subjected to hate speech such as 
the “Syrian refugees”. Hate speech produced through the interpretation of the Qur’an constituted 
one of the most remarkable strategies used in this period. The 51st versicle of the Maidah1, even 
though translated with different words in different articles, was exploited to promote hostility against 
Jews and Christians. Even though different interpretations of the Maidah that do not harbor hostility 
do exist, by ignoring such interpretations, Qur’an, considered sacred by Muslims, was exploited in 
order to lend legitimacy to hate speech. This approach, particularly observed in opinion columns, 
                                                           
1
 “O you who have believed, do not take the Jews and the Christians as allies. They are [in fact] allies of one 

another. And whoever is an ally to them among you - then indeed, he is [one] of them. Indeed, Allah guides not 
the wrongdoing people.” 
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gains significance when we consider its power to demonstrate how dangerous the manipulative 
characteristic of the press can get. Since the production of hate speech via the use of religious 
elements is a subject of another discussion, such articles were not included in statistical analyses 
unless the author produced hate speech with his/her own expressions. 

The distribution of news items according to targeted groups is presented below. 

Graph 3:2  
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in this period 15 out of 16 analyzed news stories (93.75%) revealed their sources of information. 

Graph 4:  

 

Hate speech was more prominent in the national press during this period as well (65.43%) and the 
local press constituted 34.56% of the total amount.  

Graph 5:  
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Graph 6:  
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Graph 7:  
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Hate speech content in the press was examined based on four predetermined categories: (1) 
Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion, (2) Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration, (3) Enmity / War 
Discourse (4) Using a natural element of one’s identity as the basis of hate / Symbolization 
  
These categories were formed in order to help distinguish and understand hate speech, commonly 
constructed in different ways, expressed in an overt or covert manner. It is certainly possible to 
identify more than one category in a single media text, however, in those cases; the category 
considered as more dominant was assigned for the sake of classification. Only in cases where two 
different categories had equal dominance (particularly when different groups are subjected to 
different types of hate speech in a single piece), more than one category could be assigned to a single 
item. 
 
During the analyzed period spanning four months, the category labeled Exaggeration / Attribution / 
Distortion ranked first (36 items) among the four categories. Enmity / War Discourse (25 items) and 
Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration (21 items) ranked respectively second and third. Finally, Using a 
natural element of one’s identity as the basis of hate / Symbolization (2 items) constituted the least 
frequently adopted strategy. 
 
Graph 8:  
 

 
 
When the distribution of categories per target group is examined within the categories of hate 
speech directed at Armenians, who ranked first among the targeted groups, Exaggeration / 
Attribution / Distortion came first with 13 instances, followed by Enmity / War Discourse present in 
11 items. Finally, two news items were categorized under Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration. 
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Graph 9:  
 

 
 
For Jews, who ranked second among the groups subjected to hate speech, the categories 
Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion (10 items) and Enmity / War Discourse (10 items) shared the 
first rank. Two news items were categorized under Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration and 1 item 
under Using a natural element of one’s identity as the basis of hate / Symbolization. 
 
Graph 10:  
 

 
 
During the analyzed period, for Christians, who were among the three groups most frequently 
targeted by hate speech, the dominant category of hate speech was Exaggeration / Attribution / 
Distortion assigned to 6 items, followed by Enmity / War Discourse appearing in 5 items. These were 
succeeded by the categories Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration identified in 4 items and Using a 
natural element of one’s identity as the basis of hate / Symbolization identified in 1 item. 
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Graph 11:  
 

 
 
In this period, there was a relative decrease in the frequency of hate speech against Kurds. Since Gezi 
Events were on top of the agenda, the “Solution Process” received less coverage. Therefore, hate 
speech against Kurds was encountered only in 5 instances during this period, as opposed to 12 
instances identified during the previous period. Among the categories of hate speech targeting Kurds, 
Enmity / War Discourse ranked first again (3 articles), while Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion 
and Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration were each identified in a single article. 
 
Graph 12:  
 

 
 
For Rums (Turkey Greeks) who came right after Kurds as targets of hate speech, 4 news items were 
identified. The predominant category was Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration identified in 2 of the 
items, while one item was classified under both Enmity / War Discourse and Exaggeration / 
Attribution / Distortion. 
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Graph 13:  
 

 
 
As stated earlier, the four categories used to classify hate speech content were formed to understand 
better how hate speech is constructed. Only the dominant category was assigned to each news item. 
Therefore, it would be misleading to regard these categories as mutually exclusive. 
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NEWS ITEMS IDENTIFIED DURING THE PERIOD MAY-AUGUST 2013  
 

Date Newspaper Type Author Heading 
Target 
Group 

Hate Category 

02.May.13 Yeni Çağ 
Opinion 

Column 
Selcan Taşçı 

Stop coming 

between “people” 

and the “Republic” 

Jews, 

Armenians 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

(Armenians), 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion (Jews) 

03.May.13 Ortadoğu 
Opinion 

Column 
Ali Öncü 

"They" are now 

free! 

Kurd, 

Armenian, 

Assyrian, 

Chaldean, 

Zarathustra 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

03.May.13 Kent (Kilis) 
Readers’ 

Comments  

Selim 

Diyarbakırlı 

A witness is 

required 

Jews, 

Armenians 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

06.May.13 
Akdeniz 

Beyaz 

Opinion 

Column 

Nedim 

Seferoğlu 

2 police men, 4 

soldiers, 6 citizens, 

1 police fell martyr  

Syrian 

Refugees 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

07.May.13 
İstanbul 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 
Necdet Buluz 

“Armenians 

betrayed, Ottomans 

protected 

themselves…” 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

08.May.13 Yeni Mesaj 
Opinion 

Column 
Nurullah Çetin 

O Turk! How great 

you are, your blood 

protects Oneness… 

West 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

08.May.13 
Erzurum 

Yeni Gün 

Opinion 

Column 
Dursun Şen 

The Essence of the 

Issue 
Armenians 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration - 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

09.May.13 
İstanbul 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 
Necdet Buluz 

Towards Kurdish- 

Armenian alliance 

Kurds, 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

09.May.13 Yeni Mesaj 
    Opinion 

Column 
Mustafa Aslan 

A friendly, Turk’ish 

warning! 

Christians, 

Jews 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

09.May.13 Yeni Çağ 
Opinion 

Column 
Servet Avcı 

Dead children with 

hooked jaws 
Ezidis 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

09.May.13 Takvim 
Opinion 

Column 
Bekir Hazar Stamped cattle Germans 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 
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10.May.13 
Hatay 

Özyurt 
News story News Service 

‘Do not be 

treacherous!’ 

Syrian 

refugees 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

13.May.13 Milli Gazete News story 
Abdüssamet 

Karataş 

Bartholomeos also 

uttered that 

statement 

Christians, 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

14.May.13 Milli İrade 
    Opinion 

Column 
Vehbi Örs 

Thousand-year-old 

brotherhood 
Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

14.May.13 Yeni Mesaj 
    Opinion 

Column 
Mustafa Aslan 

Yuruk tents fuming 

in Taurus 

Mountains 

Armenians 
Enmity / War 

Discourse 

14.May.13 Yeni Çağ 
    Opinion 

Column 
Selcan Taşçı 

Don’t give your 

blessings if you 

don’t want to pay 

“the price” by your 

life…” 

Armenians 
Enmity / War 

Discourse 

17.May.13 Yeni Akit 
    Opinion 

Column 
Şevki Yılmaz 

Ezidi Esed drinks 

blood, the modern 

(!) world watches… 

Ezidis 
Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

20.May.13 

Kütahya 

Zafer 

Gazetesi 

    Opinion 

Column 

Süleyman 

Canan 

Profound 

structuring 
Jews 

Use of inherent 

identity as an 

element of hate or 

humiliation / 

Symbolization 

20.May.13 
Kayseri 

Erciyes 

    Opinion 

Column 

Nurullah 

Aydın 

Message of the 

May 19 

Commemoration of 

Ataturk, Youth and 

Sports Day 

Ethnic 

minorities 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

22.May.13 Ortadoğu 
    Opinion 

Column 
Şükrü Alnıaçık 

"They are Gypsies, 

we are 

Turkmenians…” 

Roma  

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

22.May.13 Milli Gazete 
    Opinion 

Column 

İsmail Hakkı 

Akkiraz 

Muslim standing 

against enemies of 

İslam  

Non-Muslim 
Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

22.May.13 Yeni Akit 
    Opinion 

Column 
Faruk Köse 

Ummah 

consciousness and 

total jihad  

Western 

countries, 

Jews 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

27.May.13 
Zirve 

Gazetesi 

    Opinion 

Column 

Nurullah 

Aydın 

Who are PKK and 

Armenian converts? 
Armenians 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 
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29.May.13 Ortadoğu 
    Opinion 

Column 
İhsan Muslu 

The West and the 

Civilization 

West, the 

British 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

30.May.13 Yeni Mesaj 
    Opinion 

Column 
Akın Aydın 

Dear Bozdağ! Is 

Erdoğan the Satan? 

Christians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

05.June.13 Milli Gazete News story Mustafa Kılıç 
We cannot be allies 

with the infidels 
Westerners 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

06.June.13 Ortadoğu 
    Opinion 

Column 
Abbas Bozyel 

Two martyrs of a 

just case: Selçuk 

Duracık, Halil 

Esendağ 

Armenians, 

Serbians, 

Rums, 

Bulgarians, 

the French 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

10.June.13 Milli Gazete 
    Opinion 

Column 

Mahmut 

Toptaş 

We are raising 

hypocrytical 

Muslims 

Christians 
Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

17.June.13 Yeni Akit News story 

Muhsin 

Bayraktar / 

Ankara 

Government is 

revitalizing the 

monastery 

Armenians, 

Christians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

18.June.13 Ortadoğu 
   Opinion 

Column 
Murat İde 

Get Your Hands off 

of Our Flag 
Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

21.June.13 Doğru News 
   Opinion 

Column 

Mehmet 

Baran 

"SUSA" is an 

enlightening 

document of a 

period 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

21.June.13 Milli Gazete News story Mustafa Kılıç 
Blatant Mason 

Propaganda 
Masons 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

24.June.13 Yeni Akit News story 

Hüseyin 

Kulaoğlu / 

İstanbul 

Infidels come out of 

everywhere! 
Non-Muslim 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

24.June.13 Yeni Şafak 
    Opinion 

Column 
Yusuf Kaplan The Key Point West 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

25.June.13 Sabah 
    Opinion 

Column 

Rasim Ozan 

Kütahyalı 

 No such cowardice 

was ever seen 

before 

Kemalists, 

Socialists  

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

26.June.13 İstiklal 
    Opinion 

Column 
Ali Bektan Why is UEFA an 

enemy of the 
The French Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 
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Turks? Distortion 

26.June.13 Takvim 
    Opinion 

Column 
Ergün Diler War started 

    The British, 

Jews 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

28.June.13 Milli Gazete 
Reader's 

Comment 
Samet Paçacı 

Why does a Muslim 

exist? 
Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

01.July.13 
Milat 

Gazetesi 

    Opinion 

Column 

Muhammed 

Özkılıç 

Turning the Qur’an 

into mus’haf 

Shi’ism / 

Shi’ites 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

04.July.13 Yeni Akit 
Readers' 

Voice 
Fuat Çakır 

Let’s be one against 

satanic minds 
Christianity 

Use of inherent 

identity as an 

element of hate or 

humiliation / 

Symbolization 

05.July.13 Anayurt 
    Opinion 

Column 
Fuat Yılmazer 

The independence 

of the nation will be 

ensured by the will 

and determination 

of the very nation  

Ethnic groups 

inhabiting 

Turkey 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

05.July.13 Adana Toros News story Anonymous 

Deputy received his 

last award in a 

church 

Christianity 
Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

10.July.13 Yeni Çağ 
    Opinion 

Column 

Hüseyin Macit 

Yusuf 

We should not have 

any business with 

the Rums  

Rums 
Enmity / War 

Discourse 

10.July.13 Sivas Postası 
    Opinion 

Column 
Ayhan Batur 

25 Days to Getting 

the Discharge Paper 

July 14 2011 

Kurds 
Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

12.July.13 

Ankara 

News 

Vaktim 

Press 

Archive 
Anonymus Armenian Cruelty! Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

13.July.13 Milli Gazete 
    Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa 

Özcan 

The merit of 

deceiving a Muslim! 
Christians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

16.July.13 Milli Gazete 
    Opinion 

Column 

Mahmut 

Toptaş 

Infidels are getting 

all the marbles 
Non-Muslims 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

16.July.13 
Samsun 

Manşet 

    Opinion 

Column 

Dursen 

Özalemdar 
Betrayal Among Us Armenians 

Enmity / War 

discourse 
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17.July.13 Milli Gazete 
    Opinion 

Column 

İsmail Hakkı 

Akkiraz 
Qur’an and believer 

Western 

World, Jewish, 

Christian 

Enmity / War 

discourse (directed 

to the West) 

 Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration (for 

Christians and 

Jews) 

17.July.13 Yeni Akit 
    Opinion 

Column 
Mustafa Çelik 

 

No acquittal will 

come from Council 

of Wolves 

West, 

Kemalists 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

22.July.13 Bolu Takip News story 

Durhasan 

Koca, Head of 

the 

Confederation 

of Turkic 

Tribes 

“87.9% of this 

country says 'I am a 

Turk'” 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

22.July.13 
Karadeniz 

Güne Bakış 

Opinion 

Column 

İsmet 

Hacısalihoğlu 

Civilization of blood 

and hatred 

Christians, 

Jews 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

24.July.13 
Kıbrıs Halkın 

Sesi 

Opinion 

Column 
C. Turanlı 

Unwavering hatred 

and grudge 
Rums, Greeks 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

29.July.13 
Kayseri 

Erciyes 

Opinion 

Column 

Nurullah 

Aydın 

Are Arabs a 

damned society? 
Arabs 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

29.July.13 Adana Toros 
Opinion 

Column 
İsmail Çevik 

Infidel looters… 

Snail sellers of the 

Infidel 

Neighborhood…  

Non-Muslims 
Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

30.July.13 Yeni Akit 
Opinion 

Column 

Serdar 

Arseven 

Gezi Events, PKK 

and Armenians of 

2015!.. 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

30.July.13 Milli Gazete 
Opinion 

Column 

Mehmet 

Şevket Eygi 

Are we ready for 

the second act of 

disaster? 

Armenians, 

Jews, 

Christians  

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

30.July.13 Yeni Akit 
Opinion 

Column 
Abdullah Yıldız 

Know Thy Friend 

and Foe with the 

Qur’an! 

Christians, 

Jews 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

31.July.13 
Samsun 

Manşet 

Opinion 

Column 

Dursen 

Özalemdar 
Dance with the PKK  

Armenians, 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 
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31.July.13 
Milat 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Behçet Canöz 

(President of 

STAM) 

El Sisi's of the 

Harlot Civilization  

West, Zionists, 

Jews   

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

31.July.13 Yeni Mesaj 
Opinion 

Column 
Nurullah Çetin 

Unbearable 

lightness of taking 

revenge from 

Atatürk 

Christianity, 

West 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

31.July.13 
Çorum 

News 

Opinion 

Column 

Selahattin 

Aydemir 
Wake up already! 

West, 

Armenians 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

31.July.13 
Çanakkale 

News 

Opinion 

Column 

Necmi 

Akyalçın 
Flag… Kurds, Jews 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

31.July.13 Yeni Akit 
Opinion 

Column 

Abdurrahman 

Dilipak 

Masons, 

Communists and 

Jews! 

Masons, 

Communists, 

Jews 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

31.July.13 
Milat 

Gazetesi 

Opinion 

Column 

Abdülkadir 

İkbal 

The War's filth left 

to Muslims 

West, The 

British 

Blasphemy / Insult 

/ Denigration 

02.Aug.13 
Samsun 

Manşet 

Opinion 

Column 

Dursen 

Özalemdar 

From EMPHATY to 

YOUPATHY! 

Armenians, 

Jews, Kurds 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

06.Aug.13 Anayurt 
Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa 

Nevruz Sınacı 

Recurrence in 

heedlessness, 

betrayal and 

calamity!.. 

Jews, Non-

Muslims 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

06.Aug.13 Yeni Akit News story 
Sinan Kaya / 

Ankara 

We are not 

comfortable in our 

uplands 

Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

13.Aug.13 Akşam News story DHA 
German violence to 

a Turk 
Germans 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

19.Aug.13 Milli Gazete 
Opinion 

Column 

Mahmut 

Toptaş 

World Rabiat'ül 

Adeviyye  Square 
West 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

20.Aug.13 Milliyet News story Senad Ok British Torture The British 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

20.Aug.13 Akşam News story Nebahat Koç 
British Robbers of 

Karacaahmet 
The British 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 
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20.Aug.13 Yeni Mesaj 
Opinion 

Column 
Mustafa Aslan Are you coming? 

Christians, 

Armenians, 

Jews 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

21.Aug.13 Yeni Akit News story 

Sinan 

Yavuzoğlu / 

Ankara 

Church tour for 

primary school kids 

in the Foster Land! 

Christianity, 

Judaism 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

21.Aug.13 Milli Gazete 
Opinion 

Column 

Yusuf 

Altuntepe 

Bloodsucker 

vampires, may 

God's curse be 

upon you...!!! 

Jews 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

21.Aug.13 Kıbrıs Güneş Photo-News Anonymous 
Greek Hostility 

towards Turks! 
Greeks 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

27.Aug.13 Türkiye 
Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa 

Necati 

Özfatura 

Developments in 

the Islam World 

Western 

world, 

Christianity 

Enmity / War 

Discourse 

27.Aug.13 Akşam 
Opinion 

Column 
Turgay Güler 

Will the Prime 

Minister give such a 

talk one day? 

Jews 
Enmity / War 

Discourse 

28.Aug.13 Yeni Akit News story 
Ramazan 

Alkan / Ankara 

Armenian Game in 

Van 
Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 

28.Aug.13 Tünaydın News story İHA 
Missionary snare in 

Van 
Armenians 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / 

Distortion 
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EXAMPLES BY CATEGORY 
 
 
Enmity / War Discourse 
 
Heading: Masons, communists and Jews!  
Newspaper: Yeni Akit 
Date: 31.07.2013 
Type: Opinion column 
Author: Abdurrahman Dilipak 
 
In this column authored by Abdurrahman Dilipak, we see an example of hate speech built on political 
views.  Dilipak, who positions the groups mentioned in the title against Muslims, first, depicts those 
who share a particular group membership, an ideology or a religious identity as “deep state” and  
“mafia,” and defines them as “carrion crows”.  Second, he creates a sharp contrast between a group, 
in which he also includes himself, and the groups he explicitly names, by his statement “this is an 
eternal and a never-ending world-wide war.” Dilipak quotes from Imam Humeyni, “If all Muslims 
poured a glass of water, Israel would be flooded” and couples this with a quote from the poet Necip 
Fazıl Kısakürek, “O! My enemy, you are my expression and my pace / Like the morning needs the 
night, for me you are a must”. Via such quotes, he promotes a violent conflict among people and 
establishes an “us – other” relationship based on conflict and hate. 
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Enmity / War Discourse 
 
Heading: From EMPATHY to YOUPATHY!  
Newspaper: Samsun Manşet 
Date: 02.08.2013 
Type: Opinion column 
Author: Dursen Özalemdar 
 
In this article, the recent developments in Syria and Egypt are juxtaposed with the developments 
during the Gezi Events and the “Solution Process” without explicitly naming the latter events. The 
article portrays Kurds as “the country’s enemies” and associates them with Jews and Christianity. The 
text makes an implicit call for violence by stating that Turkey is showing “patience and endurance” to 
what Kurds, who actually belong to the said religions, are “doing” and justifies potential acts of 
violence. The Peace and Democracy Party (BDP) deputies, named once in the article, are depicted 
with expressions such as “those who commit crime of betrayal to the homeland,” and “militants 
under the disguise of deputies.” Moreover, concerning the situation Turkey is confronted with, he 
emphasizes that “patience” is shown. The text refers to the characterization of police intervention 
during Gezi Events as “excessive use of force” and defines those who object to the use of excessive 
force as “sold out”.  Publishing this kind of an opinion column, especially in a locality that can be 
considered more vulnerable in terms of being prone to danger, and during a sensitive period, 
contributes to social polarization, which may potentially result in violence.  
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Exaggeration / Attribution / 
Distortion  
 
Heading: German violence to the 
Turk  
Newspaper: Akşam 
Date: 13.08.2013 
Type: News story 
Author: Dogan News Agency (DHA) 
 
 
According to the Turkish Journalists’ 
Declaration of Rights and 
Responsibilities “An action or an 
offence committed by an individual 
should not be attributed to his or 
her race, nationality, religion, sex or 
sexual choice, any disease or 
physical or mental disorder unless 
there is relevance or evident public 
interest.”  It should first be asserted 
that this news story, which is 
sampled with reference to the 
above-mentioned principle, is 
problematic in terms of journalism 
ethics among other things. If we 
examine the news story with regards 
to hate speech content, the manner 
in which the event in the story is 
covered is troublesome, considering 
the history of the relationship 
between Turkey and Germany. 
When we consider the past assaults 
of xenophobic groups labeled 
“Skinheads” or “Neo-Nazis” who 
targeted Turks living in Germany, the 
title seems to make a generalization, 
associating this group with the 
whole German population. 
Moreover, the production of such 
discourse by a news agency requires 
extra attention since hate speech 
content produced by news agencies 
has a higher likelihood of being 
reproduced via various media 
outlets that give place to news from 
news agencies.   
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Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion  
 
Heading: ‘Do not be treacherous!’ 
Newspaper: Hatay Özyurt 
Date: 10.05. 2013 
Type: News story 
Author: News Center 
 
The news story, by citing the statements of Mehmet Fettah Çiftçi, the head of Hatay Bayır Bucak Turks 
Association, contributes to the circulation of hate speech. Çiftçi makes a statement concerning 
various events that occurred in the camping region of Syrian refugees. On the basis of claims 
regarding Syrian refugees’ assaults against citizens of the Turkish Republic, he defines such acts as 
“treason against the homeland.” When the tension in the region is taken into account, such 
statements can be considered as precursors of extremely dangerous results. Indeed, such results are 
hinted at by the statement “(…) don’t be treacherous, since you came, we want you to stay smart 
until these events come to an end.” The “good / bad” differentiation discourse produced for 
Armenians and Kurds in the previous period is produced this time, in Çiftçi’s discourse, for Syrian 
refugees. This is important since it shows the common patterns of hate speech. 
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Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration 
 
Heading: Unwavering hatred and grudge 
Newspaper: Kıbrıs Halkın Sesi 
Date: 24.07.2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Author: C. Turanlı 
 
Turanlı’s column, besides constituting an example to hate speech, gives an idea about journalism 
practices. The original piece was published in 1963 and referred to an event that occurred at that 
time. In the present column, this piece is taken out of context and hate speech towards a particular 
group is situated in a continuity. Turanlı’s column looks at history from a particular perspective and 
accepts this perspective as the absolute truth. Through this perspective, built on a perception of 
“hostility,” the events claimed to have taken place in the past become the foundation and justification 
for hostility today. The piece contains expressions about Rums and Greeks such as “Some rich Rums 
bearing hostility against Turkishness” and “cannibal herd” and ends with the statement that reads 
“The Turk is so chivalrous and noble that he nurses his mortal enemies in his bosom.” This statement 
goes beyond “othering” and fuels hostility, by implying that “this state of affairs might change some 
day” and by posing a threat that could turn into a physical act from a verbal one. 
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Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration 
 
Heading: No such cowardice was ever seen before 
Newspaper: Sabah 
Date: 25.06.2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Author: Rasim Ozan Kütahyalı 
 
The piece by Rasim Ozan Kütahyalı takes Gezi Park Events as its basis and associates the events with 
advocacy for US intervention, collaboration with imperialism etc., while attributing the protests to 
Kemalists, socialists, neo-nationalists and CHP. As mentioned in the beginning of this report, we were 
conservative in labeling a particular statement as hate speech if it concerned a political group, in 
most cases favoring the label criticism over hate speech. However, Kütahyalı surpasses this boundary 
by insulting certain individuals who define themselves in accordance with particular ideologies 
and/or a particular political stance. Assertions such as, “(…) appealed to baseness,” “(…) licking their 
butts,” “maniacal talks”, “pinnacle of nuttiness and being sold out”, “those deprived of dignity,”  
“frontrunner of this ignominy,” “because you are unscrupulous, wretched and shameless”, and “I 
already knew that you were impertinent and utterly worthless”, combined with the insults to 
certain sects mentioned in the piece serve to foster differentiation (and even hate and hostility) 
among different ideologies.  
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Using a natural element of one’s identity as the basis of hate / Symbolization 
 
Heading: Let us be one against satanic minds  
Newspaper: Yeni Akit  
Date: 04.07.2013 
Type: Reader’s Voice  
Author: Fuat Çakır 
 
This piece, published in the “Readers’ Voice / Television” section of the Yeni Akit newspaper, refers to 
Gezi Events like many other articles published in this period. Fuat Çakır interprets the events as 
“malice to the government” and points at “Christians” as the group responsible from these events by 
using the word “priest”. He uses the word “priesthood” as a symbol for Christianity and he presents 
an inherent element of identity as a basis for hatred. With expressions such as “The rise of the 
government from clearing out all priests”, “(…) this time we will shut out the voices of these priests 
till doomsday” hostility among societies and within a particular society is cultivated. 
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Using an inherent element of one’s identity as the basis of hate / Symbolization  
 
Heading: Profound Structuring 
Newspaper: Kütahya Zafer 
Date: 20.05.2013 
Type: Opinion column  
Author: Süleyman Canan 
 
The reason why this piece was included in this category was due to the way Jews were positioned in 
the beginning of the article, which does not have a sound connection with the end of the article. 
Through his statements that read “The Jewish Society has been historically subjected to many exiles 
and even mass killings. In a way, Jews invited and deserved such ill-treatments and cruelties. Because 
whichever society they inhabited, they abused and morally debased that society”, Canan uses an 
inherent element of identity as a basis for hate and also presents a remarkable example of an 
understanding that might turn hate speech into a hate crime. The piece makes covert associations 
between Jews and unsolved murders, conspiratorial international meetings and their participants. By 
such implicit associations, the perception that Jews are behind all these atrocities is fostered and 
possible hate crimes are lent legitimacy. 
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OTHER DISADVANTAGED GROUPS 

A total of 23 news items, consisting of 22 items that were not examined in the first section of the 
report due to their target groups (women, lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgender / LGBT) and another 
article analyzed in the first section with regards to another target group, were examined in this 
section with regards to the adopted discourse.  

The sources of the increase in the number of articles examined within this category in this period 
were referrals to LGBT and women using a hateful language within the context of Gezi Events and the 
issue of homosexual marriage on UK’s agenda. The news items concerning Gezi Events reveal that, 
whenever there is an incentive to disparage a certain group, it is the women and LGBT individuals, 
still among the vulnerable groups, who get used.  

Until now, in the articles targeting women and LGBT, the Enmity / War Discourse category of hate 
speech has been encountered very rarely or never. On the other hand, 3 pieces were interpreted 
under this category during this period. If in a particular content women and LGBT were held 
responsible for violent acts that were perpetrated or that might be perpetrated against women and 
LGBT that item was evaluated based on its potential to promote hate crimes. Extending the 
boundaries of hate speech may cause concern for the importance placed on this issue. To the 
contrary, when we consider the number of women killed within a year, expressed in hundreds and 
tens of LGBT individuals subjected to hate crimes; the interpretation of these pieces under the hate 
category Enmity / War Discourse aims to emphasize the particular importance given to the issue.  

Among the content examined under the title “Other Disadvantaged Groups”, hate speech targeting 
women was encountered in 11 instances and hate speech targeting LGBT individuals was 
encountered in 14 instances. One of these pieces targeted individuals labeled as “transvestites.” This 
news story, involving a common mistake in the Turkish media, deems it necessary to once again 
repeat the difference between the terms transvestite and trans. Transvestism involves interest in 
cross-dressing and taking pleasure in behaving like the opposite sex whereas trans individuals define 
themselves as a member of the opposite sex, whether or not they had a sex reassignment surgery. 

Graph 14:  
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Date Newspaper Type Author Title 
Target 
Group 

Hate category 

10.May.13 

Halkın 

Gazetesi 

Sonsöz 

Islam Library Anonymous Islam Library 
LGBT / 

Women 

Enmity / War Discourse 

(targeting LGBT) 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration and 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion 

(targeting women) 

10.May.13 Milli Gazete 
Opinion 

Column 

Mehmed 

Şevket Eygi 

Sunni Muslims, get 

together! 
Women 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

13.May.13 Yeni Şafak 
Opinion 

Column 
Yusuf Kaplan 

Third sexual 

revolution: A 

disaster in the 

making 

LGBT 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

20.May.13 
Kayseri 

Gündem 

Opinion 

Column 
Kasım Okut 

An undignified 

woman is in tame of 

hell  

Women 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

23.May.13 
Antalya 

Körfez 

Opinion 

Column 

Mehmet 

Tosun 

Does Antalya 

constitute a crime 

scene? 

LGBT 
Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion 

27.May.13 Vatan News story Anonymous 
Homosexuals are 

not wanted 
LGBT 

Exaggeration / 

Attribution / Distortion 

03.June.13 Yeni Akit 
Opinion 

Column 

Hasan 

Karakaya 

Meat grinders 

yesterday… The girl 

run over by police 

panzers today! 

LGBT 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

07.June.13 
Malatya 

Bakış 

Opinion 

Column 
İzzettin Aslan 

Protection from 

filth and cleaning 

(2) 

Women Enmity / War Discourse  

14.June.13 Antalya Hilal 
Opinion 

Column 

Dr. Selahattin 

Çelik 

The people of Lot 

(2) 
LGBT 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

25.June.13 Takvim 
Opinion 

Column 
Emin Pazarcı 

Those are very 

honorable, really! 
LGBT 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

26.June.13 Yeni Akit 
Opinion 

Column 

Hasan 

Karakaya 

Today I will listen to 

the ‘purling of 

peace instead of the 

clatter of Taksim’! 

LGBT 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

28.June.13 Milli Gazete News story Anonymous 

A pleasing decision 

in the USA for 

perverts 

LGBT 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

17.July.13 Yeni Akit 
Opinion 

Column 
Mustafa Çelik 

No acquittal will 

come from the 

committee of 

wolves for sheep 

Women 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 
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17.July.13 
Sivas 

Hürdoğan 

Article 

published in 

Ramadan 

Page 

Anonymous 

The Lives of our 

Prophets / Prophet 

Lot 

LGBT 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

19.July.13 Milli Gazete News story Anonymous UK also went nuts! LGBT 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

19.July.13 Yeni Akit News story 
Anonymous / 

London 

APPROVAL TO 

PERVERSION from 

Queen Elizabeth II 

LGBT 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

30.July.13 Milli Gazete 
Opinion 

Column 

Mehmed 

Şevket Eygi 

Unholy Reform 

Fires in Mosques 
Women 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

31.July.13 Yeni Akit Press Archive Anonymous 

Isn’t wearing a 

miniskirt a kind of 

perversion when it 

is possible to dress 

normally?  

Women 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

31.July.13 Yeni Şafak 
Opinion 

Column 
Ömer Lekesiz What is art to you! 

LGBT / 

Women 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

22.Aug.13 
Çanakkale 

Kalem 

Opinion 

Column 

“Sister 

Vildan” 

A woman was raped 

but… 
Women Enmity / War discourse  

25.Aug.13 Yeni Akit News story 
Intelligence 

Service 

Secularist women 
attacked the imam! 

 

Women 
Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

28.Aug.13 Milli Gazete 
Opinion 

Column 

Fatma 

Tuncer 

Disciples of 

Independence 
LGBT 

Blasphemy / Insult / 

Denigration 

29.Aug.13 Yeni Akit News story 
Kenan Kıran / 

Naim Taşbaşı 

Kokonas shut out 

the azan. 
Women Targeting 
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Among the 23 articles featuring hate speech, 14 were opinion columns, 6 were news stories, 2 
articles were published under headings with religious references such as “Islam Library” and 
“Ramadan Page,” and finally, one article was published in the “Press Archive” page. 

Differing from the previous periods, hate speech targeting LGBT and women was observed more 
frequently in opinion columns than in news stories. This difference shows that while the issues 
regarding these groups are not considered as important to be discussed in opinion columns; when 
they become politically relevant as in Gezi Events, the media discourse also changes though not 
necessarily in a positive way. What did not vary compared to previous period were the pejorative 
designations used for homosexuality. Again, words such as “perversion” and “deviancy” were used to 
describe homosexuality and were even carried to the headings in some instances. The use of 
statements like “(homosexuality, a sexual perversion, without a cure at present that causes AIDS)” 
and “Feminism, a pervert ideology” contributed to the reproduction of clichés surrounding both 
issues.  

A significant part of the discourse involving hate speech content against women held women, who 
are implied to be “unchaste”, responsible for the atrocities. Again, the coverage of events related to 
trans individuals was associated with crime. Even though not considered as hate speech, a violent act 
committed against a trans individual was covered with the heading “10 year imprisonment to armed 
robbery of a transvestite”, obscuring the person to whom the crime was committed against 
(Habertürk Ankara, 21 August 2013) 

A majority of the examined articles (69.5%, 16 items) were published anonymously or without citing 
any source. Yeni Akit was again, the newspaper that produced the highest number of articles 
featuring hate speech against LGBT individuals and women with 7 such articles. Vatan and Takvim 
dailies also helped hate speech circulate in the mainstream media by publishing one article each. 
Seven local newspapers produced hate speech within a general framework, without an event 
occurring in their region of interest.   

The reason why we also included these 23 items in the present report, in accordance with the 1997 
Recommendation by Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on Hate Speech, is because 
they produce discriminatory, exclusionary or insulting discourse against LGBT individuals and women 
via the methods and language they endorse and the overall meaning they generate or because they 
carry secondary meanings that legitimize and promote exclusionary attitudes. The examination of 
articles, apart from the ones labeled as hate speech, revealed that sexist discourse is not yet wiped 
out. This tendency manifested itself by the presence of headings such as “Female driver spread 
terror” (Türkiye daily, 8 August 2013) and “56 years old but still like a rock!” (Sözcü daily, 14 August 
2013). 
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EXAMPLES BY CATEGORY 

Enmity / War Discourse 
 
Heading: Islam Library 
Newspaper: Halkın Gazetesi Sonsöz 
Date: 10.05.2013 
Type: Islam Library Column 
Author: Anonymous 
 

This piece is striking in terms of the fact that it involves hate speech against groups from different 
categories, targeting both LGBT individuals and women, and is indicative of discriminatory discourse 
that does not limit itself to just one group. The piece starts with references to arranged marriages 
according to Islam and presents examples of hate speech classified as Blasphemy / Insult / 
Denigration and Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion. In the piece, women are attributed certain 
characteristics through statements such as “As already known, women are more desirous then men” 
and “women who endorse nudity as a principle for the sake of being trendy”. Then, it is asserted that 
the attitudes women are claimed to have developed as a result of these characteristics, might trigger 
certain adversities they might face: “The sources of men’s adultery are women’s way of walking, their 
revealing clothes, and their seductive look at men. However, we cannot make immoral claims about 
women who do not dress very revealingly, who act with dignity/solemnity and who preserve their 
looks.” These statements create a dichotomy between “women who act with virtue” and “women 
who are desirous and who tend towards adultery”; setting the ground for legitimation of “women 
killings” under the name of “honor killings.” 

The part of the piece about LGBT individuals, along similar lines, associates homosexual relationship 
with the devil and asserts that this is “unpardonable.” The following statement, “What befalls them is 
registered in these books. Besides, there are live witness-proofs in front of your eyes in this world” 
provides legitimacy and encourages crimes against LGBT individuals, whether or not this was 
intended. The article goes one step further and continues with the statement “I am guessing that 
volcanic mountains that God did not create for nothing, will all at once come into effect; ‘pouring fire 
on guilty sinners’” and ends with the phrase “Those among the believers who wish for shamelessness 
to become widespread deserve a painful punishment in the hereafter.” In a legal system where a 
“reverse sexual intercourse” offer is considered as a reason for mitigation, such statements 
encountered in the press promotes animosity among groups with different characteristics. 
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Exaggeration / Attribution / Distortion 

Heading: Homosexuals are not wanted 
Newspaper: Vatan 
Date: 27.05.2013 
Type: News story 
Author: Anonymous 

The news story is about the legislation voted in France allowing homosexuals to get married and 
making it easier for them to adopt children. Even though, the article seems to have a neutral tone, 
starting from the heading, their condition of “being unwanted” is emphasized. Furthermore, such 
reactions are not criticized or at least the opinions of the other party are not covered. Even though it 
is not possible to talk about an absolute objectivity in journalism; explicit or implicit distortion of 
information/news event or misleading the reader with a particular agenda is certainly out of ethical 
principles. However, when the news story is examined in depth; the last sentence that reads “Despite 
the show organized in France, according to recent surveys, two thirds of the people want ‘protests 
against gay marriage to stop’” contradicts the negative portrayal in the news story supported by the 
heading and visuals and reveals the extent of exaggeration / distortion. 
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Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration 

Heading: Secularist women attacked the imam!  
Newspaper: Yeni Akit 
Date: 25.08.2013 
Type: News story 
Author: Intelligence Service 

The news item conveys the story of a group of women, depicted as “secularists” “raiding a mosque.” 
The word “kokona” is used to describe these women. When we look at the dictionary of Turkish 
Language Association, we see that this word has two meanings: 1) Christian woman 2) Old woman 
indulgent of her adornment. Whichever meaning is accepted, the choice of this word depicts women 
either by their age or religious identity and uses these characteristics as basis for denigration. 
Another news story concerning the same issue published in the same newspaper on August 29 bears 
the title “Kokonas shut out the azan” In both stories, the said women’s faces are presented in a 
recognizable manner and the latter news story goes one step further by openly declaring the names 
and addresses of these women. Even though not among the hate speech categories, the news item 
was interpreted as “targeting”. The tone endorsed by both stories serves to promote social 
polarization, while the information presented in the second news story serves a facilitatory function 
for a criminal condition. 
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Blasphemy / Insult / 
Denigration 

Heading: Those are very 
honorable, really!  

Newspaper: Takvim 

Date: 25.06.2013 
Type: Opinion Column 
Author: Emin Pazarcı 

As stated earlier, the Gezi 
Events (and correspondingly 
the Pride March) played an 
important role in the 
production of hate speech 
against LGBT individuals and 
women in this period. Five 
items out of the total twenty-
three items were based on 
these events. In his article, 
Pazarcı associates Gezi Events 
with LGBT Pride March. In the 
piece starting with the 
statement “Looters were also 
supported by lesbians, gays, 
bisexuals, transvestites and 
transsexuals”, LGBT individuals 
are described as “these people 
who became public’s 
nightmare” and as “those in a 
state of sexual perversion”. The 
participation of CHP in the 
Pride March was presented as a 
proof that they are 
“disconnected from the public” 
and LGBT individuals were used, 
one more time, for denigrating 
another group. 

In the statement that goes 
“Even transvestites believe that 
they will gain reputation by 
organizing “honor” rallies!”, the 
use of the word “even” pushes 
the said groups to the bottom 
ranks of the “human hierarchy” 
understood to exist in the 
author’s mind. 
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Apart from this column, all articles featuring hate speech against women and LGBT within the context 
of Gezi Events are classified under the Blasphemy / Insult / Denigration category and are listed 
below:  

Date Newspaper Type Author Title Target Group Hate Category 

03 June. 

2013 

Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Hasan 

Karakaya 

Meat grinders 

yesterday… 

The girl run 

over by police 

panzers today! 

LGBT Blasphemy / 

Insult / 

Denigration 

26 June. 

2013 

Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Hasan 

Karakaya 

Today I will 

listen to the 

‘purling of 

peace instead 

of the clatter 

of Taksim’! 

LGBT Blasphemy / 

Insult / 

Denigration 

17 July. 2013 Yeni Akit Opinion 

Column 

Mustafa Çelik No acquittal 

will come 

from the 

committee of 

wolves for 

sheep  

Women Blasphemy / 

Insult / 

Denigration 

31 July. 2013 Yeni Şafak Opinion 

Column 

Ömer Lekesiz What is art to 

you! 

LGBT / 

Women 

Blasphemy / 

Insult / 

Denigration 
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1) Aim and Scope of the Study 

The Gezi Protests started in May 2013 with the attempt of the authorities to demolish the Gezi Park 
and rapidly grew as a result of civil resistance by individuals from a diversity of social layers. The 
protests have been a landmark event in the social, economic, ecological and cultural history of 
Turkey. The protests led to a crack in the political mindsets, which was extremely vital for Turkey’s 
democracy adventure. This crack, on the one hand, necessitated actors in the social sphere to 
reposition themselves in the face of social subversion; and on the other, the public observed 
reactions developed against Gezi Events with great attention.  

During this period of social mobilization, the print media, one of the most important mediums 
enabling exchange of information and ideas among people, was put through a test of professionalism 
and ethics with regard to the tone and language it adopted in the light of freedom and objectivity 
principles. The most important addresses of this test had been media members who did not cover 
the events on television and newspapers in the first of week of the protests3 during the most heated 
days. It would not be unjustified to claim that this period was managed by (auto)censorship,4 
considering the media members who resigned, were warned or fired during the Gezi Events.5 On the 
other side, media institutions that chose to resist against (auto)censorship were subjected to political 
and physical violence,6 and they subsequently received public support by means of the social media.7 
People, by declaring boycott lists,8 expressed their criticisms regarding editorial policies endorsed by 
media organizations. In light of all these discussions, it has become essential to understand how the 
media layout reshaped during Gezi Events and its social impact. The primary objective of this study 
was to examine how the media covered discriminating discourse produced in the political and 
social spheres and the mechanisms through which such discourse was reproduced and to explore 
the cognitive mindsets of the media. Within the scope of this goal, the definition of discriminating 
discourse was not restricted to discourse that targeted particular social groups and was founded on 
ethnic or religious grounds. To the contrary, all social layers bearing the potential to be 
targeted/stigmatized and that were overtly or covertly referenced were included in the media 
analysis, just as in political analysis of discriminating language.   

2) Methodology and Sampling Criteria 

In this study, all types of items regarding the Gezi Protests were examined using content analysis, a 
method commonly adopted in media studies. Firstly, in order to allow for quantitative measurement, 
data regarding all news stories and columns (reporter/columnist’s name, name of the newspaper, 
news type, page number, title) were created in a computerized format. Then, all items were coded 

                                                           
3
 For an article on the evaluation of media institutions in terms of journalism principles, please see Mehveş 

Evin, “Gezi ve Gazetecilik”, Milliyet daily, 25.07.2013. 
URL: http://cadde.milliyet.com.tr/2013/07/25/YazarDetay/1741210/ 
4
 For detailed information about the condition of media members working in big media institutions during Gezi 

Events, please see Kerim Karakaya, “Gezi Olayları Türk medyasını sarsmaya devam ediyor”, The Wall Street 
Journal, 04.07.2013.  
URL: http://www.wsj.com.tr/article/SB10001424127887324399404578585543820609944.html 
5
 For a list of media members who resigned or were dismissed during Gezi Event, please see Emel Gülcan, 

“Medyanın Dört Aylık 'Gezi' Güncesi”, bianet, 23.10.2013. 
URL: http://www.bianet.org/bianet/ifade-ozgurlugu/150727-medyanin-dort-aylik-gezi-guncesi 
6
 For the assaults and prison sentences against media members, please see Emel Gülcan, “#Diren Basın 

Özgürlüğü!”, bianet, 24.07.2013 
7
 For public support to media members via social media please see Twitter, #DirenBasın 

8
 To read the full boycott list please see Twitter, #boykotediyoruz or http://boykotlistesi.com/tum-liste/ 

http://cadde.milliyet.com.tr/2013/07/25/YazarDetay/1741210/
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based on the stance taken against Gezi Protests (critical, supportive, equivocal,9 informative, and 
express no stance about the protests). Additionally, the theme/emphasis of the news article (fueling 
enmity, targeting discourse, denigration, rhetoric of democracy, informative, creating opposition) 
and keywords referenced in the media texts were included as variables. With this template, it was 
possible to observe the statistical relationships among the variables and to obtain the results that will 
be explained below. 

The data collection phase was restricted to the time period between June 1 and 7, 2013. The primary 
reason for choosing this particular time period was the effort to analyze spontaneous reactions of 
the media organizations, which, in the face of Gezi Events, were in a period of political repositioning 
and restructuring. The initial and instant reactions were believed to bear the potential to disclose the 
mindset of print media more explicitly. 

Another important reason was that such a comprehensive research encompassing quantitative and 
qualitative analyses would, provided the necessary resources, trigger other comparative research 
covering a wider time period.  

Two crucial criteria were established in order to determine the newspapers that would be monitored 
within the designated time span. First, all national newspapers published in Turkey were listed and 
categorized based on their supposed standpoints about the Gezi protests, prior to any research.10 
The three categories were as follows: 1) Newspapers that were critical of the Gezi Protests, 2) 
Newspapers that were supportive of the Gezi Protests, 3) Newspapers that did not state a definite 
stance on the issue.  For each category, three newspapers with the highest circulation were 
determined, among which two were included in the sample. 11 Secondly, the third newspaper to be 
included in each category was chosen among papers that could be classified, based on their 
circulation, as appealing to a minority and at the same time, has a significant degree of 
representativeness in the media. The newspapers in the first category (critical towards Gezi Events) 
were specified as Sabah, Habertürk and Yeni Şafak,12 newspapers in the second category (supportive 
of Gezi Events) were Sözcü, Taraf, and Özgür Gündem,13 newspapers in the third category (stating no 
definite stance) were Zaman, Hürriyet and Radikal.14  

 

 

                                                           
9
 The “equivocal stance” category encompasses arguments that criticize some aspects of the protests while 

supporting other aspects.  
10

 The categorization of papers was not based on any previous research. Additionally, it should be noted that 
this categorization did not imply any criticization of newspapers regarding their endorsement of journalism 
principles such as objectivity and independence. To the contrary, the purpose of this categorization, formulated 
with limited resources, was to allow for sampling criteria to be independent and objective. The most objective 
method to categorize the newspapers would be to classify the dailies based on their assumed / claimed policies 
and motivations in news production. Even this very assumption is the subject of this report and will be tackled 
in the section on findings. 
11

 The Directorate General of  Press Advertisement (Basın İlan Kurumu), Haziran 2013 Circulation Report 
URL: http://www.bik.gov.tr/istanbul/haziran-2013-tiraj-raporu/ 
12

It would not be unjustified to describe the overall editorial policy of Yeni Şafak daily within the media order, 
as endorsing Islamic conservative values. 
13

 It would not be unjustified to claim that the Özgür Gündem daily accomodates representation of Kurds, 
considering the fact that it brings Kurds’ political and social struggles to the fore.  
14

It would not be incorrect to assert that Radikal daily is followed by readers with a relatively liberal democratic 
standpoint emphasizing and giving importance to democratic rights and freedoms.  
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3) Findings 

In the above-mentioned newspapers, a total of 1893 news stories, photo news, cover pages, opinion 
columns, interviews and commentaries were published.15 Upon further inspection, it was observed 
that among the 1893 items, 67% constituted news stories, 23% constituted opinion columns and the 
remaining 10% consisted of photo news, headlines and commentaries.  

Graph 15: 

 

The number and variety of items published during the data collection period illustrates the interest 
of the print press towards the Gezi Events. The interest of the print press corroborated by the 
quantitative data emphasizes the parallelism between turbulent agenda of the political life and the 
speed of news production in the press. 

Nonetheless, the number of items regarding the Gezi Events varied among the monitored 
newspapers.  Habertürk, with 334 items, came the first in terms of the number of news items 
published on the issue and Özgür Gündem came the last with 115 items. Zaman, the newspaper with 
the highest circulation in the sample, published a total of 139 items. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
15 The importance and impact of the images used by the print press during the Gezi Events necessiates a 
detailed content analysis; therefore, in the present study, visual content was not subjected to analysis. 
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Graph 16: 

 

It does not seem possible to suggest a meaningful explanation for the large variation among 
newspapers in terms of the total number of items they published on Gezi Events. The number of 
items published on the event can be reliably explained neither by the degree of interest shown by 
each newspaper nor by the newspapers’ political stance toward the events. Nevertheless, the 
editorial policy, the manner of covering the news, and even the number of pages are plausible 
factors that predict the number of items published about Gezi Events.  

3.a. Stances of Newspapers towards Gezi Events  

When the overall stance of the press towards the protests was evaluated, it was seen that the 
editorial policies of the newspapers have been cautious following the unexpected outbreak of the 
Gezi Events. The number of news stories and opinion columns classified under the informative, no 
definite stance and equivocal categories, highly outnumbered the news stories and columns 
classified under supportive and critical categories. The higher proportion of the content adopting a 
cautious approach can be explained by the time period this study covers, a period when the political, 
social and legal dynamics of the Gezi Events just started to be apprehended and the Gezi Events was 
still ongoing.   
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Graph 17: 

 

As seen from the graph above, news stories and columns regarding Gezi Events that were classified 
as informative, no stance and equivocal constitute more than half of all items. The proportion of 
content for each newspaper classified under these categories is as follows: Habertürk (94.3%), Sabah 
(79.9%), Hürriyet (75.4%), Taraf (74.6%), Sözcü (70.2%), Radikal (56.4%), Zaman (55.1%), and Yeni 
Şafak (53.6%). As the rankings indicate, Özgür Gündem differs from other papers in terms of the 
proportion of informative, no stance and equivocal content it published, which was 34.5%. 

On the other hand, the comparison of the proportions of critical and supportive content revealed 
important clues about the editorial policies of papers concerning the Gezi Events. For Yeni Şafak 
Daily, having a relatively lower proportion of informative, equivocal and no stance content, the 
critical content (41%) gains weight, while this proportion is 15.2% and 1.2% in Zaman and Radikal, in 
respective order. If we evaluate the data based on supportive stance towards Gezi protests, it is 
possible to observe the divergence between Radikal and Zaman. In the Zaman Daily, where we 
observe a balanced distribution of all categories, the proportion of supportive content is 29.71% 
while this proportion is 42.4% in Radikal Daily. In other words, the editorial policy of Zaman differs 
from that of Radikal concerning the Gezi Events, such that in Zaman the critical content has a 
relatively higher proportion and the supportive content has a relatively lower proportion, whereas 
the opposite pattern is true for Radikal. In this regard, Sabah daily with a proportion of 7.3% 
supportive content, together with Yeni Şafak daily (5.3%) and Habertürk daily (5.7%) published a 
smaller proportion of supportive content compared with the overall average proportion (25.6%) of 
supportive content. However, while 12.7% of the content published in Sabah had a critical stance, 
there was no news stories or columns in Habertürk criticizing the protests. This finding is striking 
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considering the fact that Habertürk was classified among the papers critical of the protests16 prior to 
research.  In the Özgür Gündem daily where there are fewer instances under equivocal, informative, 
and no stance categories compared to other papers, the proportion of supportive content is 64.2%. 
The proportion of supportive content published in Hürriyet, Sözcü and Taraf, all among the papers 
with higher circulations, was around 20-30% and none of these newspapers published critical 
content. 

Furthermore, while Sözcü did not publish any content that was classified as equivocal, in Hürriyet 
and 8.2% in Taraf dailies the proportion of equivocal content was 2.7%. Therefore, it is possible is to 
assert that these newspapers revealed their cautious attitude through the informative content they 
published instead of taking an equivocal stance or taking no stance at all.  

In conclusion, even if we noticed an overall tendency towards publishing cautious content (news and 
columns with informative, equivocal or no stance contents), the political orientation of newspapers 
revealed itself as an important factor effecting/determining the editorial policy.  It is possible to see 
how political orientations of papers differ from each other by looking at the following data: 

1) The increase in proportion of content critical of the protests (e.g. Yeni Şafak) or 
supportive of the protests (e.g. Özgür Gündem) in newspapers where cautious content 
has a relatively lower proportion 

2) The distribution of critical and supportive content in newspapers where cautious 
content has a relatively higher proportion. 

3) The distribution of cautious (i.e. informative, equivocal, no stance) content, 

4) How higher or lower the proportion of supportive and critical content of each paper is 
compared to the corresponding overall averages. 

These findings enable us to examine similarities and differences between content commonly 
published and content published during Gezi Events in newspapers whose editorial polices and 
political attitudes we are already familiar with. 

3.b. Differences between content of news stories and columns  

The findings reveal that one of the factors affecting the formation of editorial policies is the different 
viewpoints endorsed by news stories and opinion columns. The analysis of this difference, which 
cannot be directly observed by looking at the overall distribution, is important for manifesting this 
commonly observed phenomenon. The differences between the content of news stories produced by 
news services and the opinions expressed by columnists hints at the fact that the newspapers do not 
have an absolute and homogenous editorial policy.17  

 

                                                           
16

  The reason why Habertürk was classifed among the papers “critical of the protests” prior to research, was 
firstly because of the fact that on June 1 and 2 protests were not covered in headlines and secondly, because of 
the public reactions against Fatih Altaylı, editor in chief of Habertürk, following his interview with PM Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan. Consequently, Habertürk was one of the papers included in boycott lists.  
17

 As mentioned above, dismissal of authors whose columns do not comply with the relevant editorial policies, 
is a frequently encountered condition in Turkey. This hints at censorship, on the one hand, and at the existence 
of a conflict of opinion within a newspaper as well as to the fact that editorial policies are not actually 
homogeneous. However, dismissals of journalists during Gezi Events might be evaluated as a tendency to 
homogenize editorial policies. 
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Graph 18:  

 
  Critical Supportive Equivocal Informative No Stance 

Habertürk 
Opinion column 0 46.34 26.82 14.63 12.19 

News story 0 0 0 100 0 

Hürriyet 
Opinion column 0 80 12 4 4 

News story 0 8.62 0 91.37 0 

Özgür 
Gündem 

Opinion column 0 95.45 0 0 4.54 

News story 1.17 54.11 0 42.35 2.35 

Radikal 
Opinion column 4.22 76.05 16.9 0 2.81 

News story 0 24.05 1.26 74.68 0 

Sabah 
Opinion column 27.27 21.21 34.84 0 16.66 

News story 5.79 0.72 0.72 92.02 0.72 

Sözcü 
Opinion column 0 96.87 0 3.125 0 

News story 0 17.39 0 82.06 0.54 

Taraf 
Opinion column 0 66.03 22.64 1.88 9.43 

News story 0 14.13 4.18 79.58 2.09 

Yeni Şafak 
Opinion column 49.15 10.16 28.81 0 11.86 

News story 38.83 1.94 4.85 53.39 0.97 

Zaman 
Opinion column 10.52 34.21 28.94 10.52 15.78 

News story 17.34 27.55 21.42 30.61 3.06 

 

According to the data regarding the distribution of thematic emphases across different genres, while 
news services preferred to produce informative content, the columnists explicitly expressed their 
critical or supportive opinions of the protests. For example, while 74.7%, 91.4%, 82.1%, 79.6% of 
news stories published by the news services of Radikal, Hürriyet, Sözcü and Taraf, respectively, were 
informative, for opinion columns, this proportion ranged between 0-14%. In other words, while the 
news stories are used to produce informative content, the columns mostly convey a certain political 
attitude. Likewise, the proportion of columns published in the above-mentioned papers, that are 
supportive of the protests is 76.1%, 80%, 96.9%, and 66%, in the order of presentation. On the other 
hand, while 92% of the news stories published in Sabah daily were informative, it had a more 
oscillating position in terms of its columns, which were 27% critical and 21% supportive of the 
protests. However, when we look at the overall proportion of columns with supportive content 
published in Sabah daily (7.3%), supporting the protests does not present itself as a dominant 
political attitude. While the proportions of new stories classified as informative were 53.4% and 
42.4% in Yeni Şafak and Özgür Gündem, respectively, the proportion of columns that were 
supportive of the protests was 49.1% and critical of the protests was 95.4%, again in the order of 
presentation. The differing political attitudes of these two papers, revealed by the overall 
proportions, become more apparent when we look into the content of news stories and columns. 
One the other side, Habertürk and Zaman showed different trends of all the papers examined. While 
Habertürk did not publish any news stories that were not informative, it also did not publish any 
columns that were critical of the protests. Furthermore, again in Habertürk, it was observed that the 
proportions of columns that had an equivocal stance (26.8%) and that expressed no stance (12.19%) 
were higher compared to other papers.  
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On the other hand, the balanced distribution of these proportions for both news stories and columns 
published in Zaman daily did not allow us to reveal any difference across the two genres. In Zaman 
daily, 10.5% of the opinion columns had a critical stance, 34.2% had a supportive stance, 28.9% had 
an equivocal stance and finally, 15.7% of the columns did not express any stance. Thus, of the two 
papers harboring similar proportions of cautious content, the proportion of columns supportive of 
the protests were 46.3% in Habertürk while this proportion was reduced to 34.2% in Zaman daily. 
Differing from Habertürk, 10.5% of the columns published in Zaman daily had a critical stance. Even 
though the difference between Habertürk and Zaman can be anticipated from these proportions, the 
political standing of both papers towards Gezi Events is ambiguous compared to the other papers. 

On the basis of the findings presented above, it can be claimed that the editorial policy of a 
newspaper cannot be predicted by the content of news stories.  To the contrary, the columns/ 
columnists, even though not quantitatively dominant, carry predictive power over editorial policies 
since they form and articulate opinions. Therefore, in order to understand the standpoint of a 
particular newspaper towards any issue, it is crucial to conduct a dichotomous investigation and 
analysis.  

3.c. Discriminating Content in Newspapers  

To understand the dominant thematic emphases of the overall content of the newspapers is crucial 
for analyzing discriminating discourse produced in the print press during the first week of the Gezi 
Events. Prior to coding, we designated six themes/emphases with a potential to result in 
discriminating discourse: fostering enmity, targeting, denigration, rhetoric of democracy, informative 
content and sole opposition. Among these themes, assumed to exist in the news content, the 
category labeled fostering enmity entails racism, ethnic and religious discrimination, xenophobia, 
polarization and hierarchization of social groups and economic conspiracy theories. The second 
category labeled targeting entails discriminating discourse that marginalizes or criminalizes certain 
social groups. The label denigration, which can encompass an infinite diversity of acts, is defined 
with regards to discrimination based on gender, gender identity and age. The label rhetoric of 
democracy entails discriminating discourse based on the concepts of national will, democratic rights, 
condemnation of violence and multiculturalism. The sole opposition label implies discriminating 
discourse based on attribution of particular opinions regarding Gezi Events to a certain social group, 
political party, individual etc.  

Graph 19: 

Thematic Emphasis of News Content 

  Other 
Fostering  

Enmity Targeting Denigrating 
Rhetoric of  
Democracy 

Sole  
Opposition TOTAL 

Habertürk 1 6 2 0 37 6 52 

Hürriyet 9 1 2 0 101 0 113 

Özgür Gündem 4 0 1 0 55 9 69 

Radikal 2 5 5 0 62 0 74 

Sabah 17 19 18 0 26 5 85 

Sözcü 3 3 3 0 34 27 70 

Taraf 4 7 3 0 76 11 101 

Yeni Şafak 4 64 19 0 32 23 142 

Zaman 1 1 5 0 76 2 85 

TOTAL 45 106 58 0 499 83 791 
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Above, we see the distribution of discriminating news stories and columns with different thematic 
emphases across newspapers. First, it should be noted that a particular news piece could have more 
than one theme; therefore, in some cases, a news item was counted more than once. Even though 
this way of analyzing the data could be quantitatively misleading, if a certain news item bears more 
than one emphasis in the framework of the production of discriminating discourse, it was considered 
as justified to represent that item more than once in terms of its impact. The distribution of data 
revealed that Yeni Şafak daily the produced the highest proportion of discriminating discourse with 
the themes fostering enmity, targeting, denigration, and sole opposition (101 news items). Other 
newspapers that produced discriminating discourse involving the same thematic categories are as 
follows, in rank order: Sabah (59), Sözcü (36), Taraf (26), Habertürk (15), Özgür Gündem (14), 
Hürriyet (12), Radikal (12) and Zaman (9).  On the other hand, Hürriyet produced the highest 
proportion of discriminating discourse constructed by rhetoric of democracy (101 news items). This 
discourse was based on groups, which held different views about the fulfillment of requirements of 
democracy, blaming each other. Other newspapers that developed such a discourse are as follows in 
rank order: Taraf (76), Zaman (76), Radikal (62), Özgür Gündem (55), Habertürk (37), Sözcü (34), Yeni 
Şafak (32), Sabah (26). Based on this data, it is possible to assert that for newspapers that commonly 
produce discriminatory discourse using direct methods such as fostering enmity, targeting and sole 
opposition; the production of indirect discriminating discourse (i.e. rhetoric of democracy) is 
reduced. 

3.d. The Cross Analysis of Newspapers’ Stances Towards Gezi Events and Emphases of the News 
Items 

One of the most important contributions of this study is the analysis of the relationship between the 
stance towards Gezi Events and the content/tone of the news items. Such an analysis will provide the 
opportunity to question the techniques used in news coverage/production, considering the fact that 
all news stories and columns, wherever they stand (critical, supportive, informative, equivocal or 
express no stance), have the potential to contain discriminating language/discourse. 

Out of the news items with a critical stance against the Gezi Protests, which were published in Sabah 
and Yeni Şafak dailies, 10% in Sabah and 36.5% in Yeni Şafak involved discriminatory discourse based 
on “fostering enmity”. For discriminatory discourse based on “targeting”, these proportions were 
31% and 10%, and finally, for discriminatory discourse based on “sole opposition” the proportions 
were 15% and 15%, all in respective order. On the other hand, in the news items with a supportive 
stance towards the protests, published in the same papers, the emphasis on “rhetoric of democracy” 
attracts attention. While the news content that does not take any stance against Gezi protests are 
mostly informative in Sabah daily, similar content in Yeni Şafak contain discriminating discourse 
based on “fostering enmity” (12.5%), “targeting” (12.5%), and “sole opposition” against certain 
targets (37.5%).  

Prior to research, we assumed that Hürriyet, Zaman and Radikal dailies would take an equivocal 
stance towards the protests. After conducting the study, we saw that these papers published news 
content with a supportive stance and most of these contents were built on rhetoric of democracy 
and providing information regarding Gezi Events. However, 2% of the news items with a supportive 
stance were based on “fostering enmity” and 4% were based on “targeting”. In Zaman daily, 10% of 
the supportive content involved the theme “targeting” and in Radikal daily, 50% of the news critical 
of the protests had the theme “fostering enmity” and “targeting”. 

Similarly, Taraf and Sözcü dailies, both of which supported the protests with their editorial policies, 
published news items with a supportive stance towards the Gezi protests that involved discriminating 
content based on “fostering enmity” and “sole opposition” against certain targets. Of the supportive 
news items published in Taraf daily, 1% contained discriminating discourse based on “fostering 
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enmity” and 8% contained discriminating discourse based on “sole opposition”. On the other hand, 
these proportions were 3% and 29%, in respective order, in Sözcü daily. Furthermore, of the 
supportive news items published in Özgür Gündem, 1% contained “targeting” and 10% contained 
“sole opposition” against certain targets. 

Finally, in Habertürk daily, endorsing an editorial policy based on strategies to criticize the protests; 
4% of the supportive news items involved discriminating discourse based on “targeting”, 12.5% were 
based on “sole opposition”, finally 75% were based on “rhetoric of democracy”. In the same 
newspaper, 29% of the news items both supportive of and critical of the protests were based on 
“fostering enmity”, 14% on “sole opposition”, and finally, of the news items that did not take any 
stance, 20% contained discriminating discourse based on “fostering enmity”.  

To conclude, the statistical relationship between the political standing of the newspapers towards 
Gezi Events and thematic emphases of the news contents reveals that discriminating discourse is 
produced regardless of political stance. However, it can be said that the thematic emphases of 
discriminating discourse were contingent on the political stances taken against the event. 

3.e. Targets of Discriminating Discourse 

Discriminating Discourse based on Fostering Enmity, Targeting and Denigration 

Among the newspapers that produced discriminating discourse based on “fostering enmity” and 
“targeting”, Yeni Şafak came first with 64 news stories and opinion columns in the first, and 19 items 
in the second category. Sabah came the second with 19 items in the first and 18 items in the second 
category. However, the quantitative difference between the two papers in their production of 
content based on “fostering enmity” necessitates handling Yeni Şafak daily separately. 

In the production of discriminating discourse based on “fostering enmity”, xenophobia was the most 
salient element in Yeni Şafak. Especially in stories where international governments, intelligence 
services, international investors and international media are the primary targets, the emphasis is 
made on the international sources of Gezi Events. In this framework, some of the keywords that give 
clues as to the use of discriminating language are as follows: the manipulation by foreign groups, 
ulterior motives of the West in their evaluation of the protests, foreign provocateur, foreign 
governments, to tame Turkey, foreign press, agents, Israel, instigation, agent-provocateur, 
international organization cutting down ads, methods of CIA, international foundation, intelligence 
organizations.18 

Another salient feature of the news discourse was fuelling social polarization. This sort of discourse 
draws on the past and present dynamics of the country's politics while emphasizing social differences 
as differentiating factors. Salient keywords in such contents are as follows: headscarf, faithful 
segment, the new temple of the Left (referring to Gezi Park), Anıtkabir out, provocateur, chaos, wax-
finished comical soldiers (referring to demonstrators in İzmir), revolutionary machos, political rant, 
anti-capitalist, artist, revolutionary, the resurgence of the pro-tutelage mentality, to go too far, 
instigators ready to ambush, Taksim Platform, çapulcu (looter), artist, foolish, adulation, ignominy, 

                                                           
18

 For an article that contains  phrases such as, “’An evil filthy conspiracy’ camouflaged by ‘innocent pauses’”,  
deep barons, provocateurs with diplomatic passports,  provocateurs, the Irish among us, militant media, evil 
calculation, international base, foreign nationality, intelligence member,  and agent, please see: Tamer 
Korkmaz, “Pusudakiler”, Yeni Şafak, 07.08.2013. URL: 
http://yenisafak.com.tr/yazarlar/TamerKorkmaz/pusudakiler/38038 
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stupid, alcoholic çapulcu (looter), lazy generation, reclamation, manners, neo-nationalist, coup 
d’état, exploitation, white Turk. 19    

Discriminating discourse based on hierarchization of social groups can be described as making 
comparisons among groups and favoring one over the other. The most frequently encountered 
keywords in content classified under this category were as follows: Different segments at Gezi, 
Alewite-Sunnite, secular-religious, the young, innocent environmentalists, to be a decent person, 
those who prefer to perceive the events as hostility towards the ruling party and take advantage of 
the conflict, those who wish for a civil war, those who see fighting with the police as a political 
behavior, those who made a career out of vandalism or instigation of a coup d’état, demonstrators 
taking advantage of peaceful masses for their own provocation, demonstrators who mistakenly 
consider themselves as anti-authoritarian, protests of a group of high school kids not even in their 
puberty.20  

The least encountered content in Yeni Şafak, within the category of fostering enmity, is discourse 
built around economic concerns. The stories emphasizing the impact of Gezi Events on Turkey's 
economy involved the following keywords: political and economic harm, the trend Turkey attained in 
the last decade, the relationship between lumpen capital and the state, increase in unemployed 
young, economic stability, IMF.21  

Upon having a closer look at all the keywords and situating them in Turkey's political context, it is 
observed that, indeed, the categories cannot be evaluated independently from one another and that 
they have intersections. In conclusion, discriminating discourse based on “fostering enmity” both 
targets social groups that gained prominence during Gezi Events as internal enemies, and portrays 
foreign individuals and organizations, who were either considered as the sources or the instigators of 
Gezi Events, as external enemies.  

With regards to discourse based on “targeting”, Sabah and Yeni Şafak produced an equivalent 
number of stories. In this content category, where an effort was made to exclude or criminalize 
certain groups, the most striking keywords were as follows: those playing pot and pan, Marxist 
terrorists and provocateurs, Republic Protests, provocation of Ergenekon circles and opposition 
parties, alcohol lobby, "the police has no culpability", Marxists and Maoists, media valeting the 
demonstrators, the provocation of CHP circles and nationalist Jacobins, DHKP-C, TİKKO,  “this has far 
gone from the purpose of protecting the green”, to prevent opportunists slandering the "Don't touch 
my park and life" protest you started without herding any ideology, "What are flags with the hammer 
and the sickle, even extinguished in Russia, doing in Taksim?", "Fractions left over from Tito's 
Yugoslavia", weird images of parties and fractions, "you are paralyzing life in the city", personally 
harmed people, those who want to make a splash from love for trees, exploitation, those groups, the 

                                                           
19

 For an article that contains phrases such as, Muharrem İnce got out of control, one-eyed half-witted fake 
guerilla members, well-off  clowns, so-called artists that became symbols of artificiality, blindness and 
vandalism, wax-finished comical soldiers, please see: Ömer Lekesiz, “Rağmen”, Yeni Şafak, 05.06.2013.  
URL: http://yenisafak.com.tr/yazarlar/OmerLekesiz/ragmen/38013 
20

 For an article  that contains phrases such as, artists, marginals, those who call themselves militarists, several 
well-intentioned youngsters steered away from their struggle, may a looter ever be a businessman, cheap 
heroes, and sign of honour(!), please see: Mehmet Ziya Gökalp, “Direnişte en ucuz yol çapulcu işadamlığı”, Yeni 
Şafak, 07.06.2013. URL: http://yenisafak.com.tr/yazarlar/ZiyaGokalp/direniste-en-ucuz-rol-capulcu-
isadamligi/38033 
21

 For an article that contains phrases such as, the trend Turkey attained in the last decade, IMF, a lumpen 
capital that made a habit out of earning money from money, easy income methods maintained by this capital 
through its corrupt relations with the state, the concoction of the Gezi Park issue, please see: Süleyman Seyfi 
Öğün, “Gezi Parkı notları”, Yeni Şafak, 06.06.2013. URL: 
http://yenisafak.com.tr/yazarlar/SuleymanSeyfiOgun/gezi-parki-notlari/38018 
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sincerity of some citizens, streets closed up by the protestors, war zone, illegal organizations, 
POMA22, conflict, (the recycler man) thrown down the bridge (by the protesters), partisan of terrorist 
organization, MLKP, Revolutionary High-schooners, TKP.23   

Differing from Yeni Şafak, the keywords identified in Sabah daily were as follows: Taksim, streets, 
drugs, wave of anger surpassing opposition of CHP, protester violence, Molotov cocktail, the internet 
program Zell, marginal task force, agitating people, MOBESE, organizing the young.24 

As revealed by the keywords, discourse of the news items in both newspapers aim to judge and 
target others based on their own political or religious standpoint. When each key word is evaluated 
with reference to debates on the agenda, the message aimed to be given and the discursive methods 
can be understood more clearly. Again, by examining the keywords, it is seen that different 
fragments of Gezi Events and their life styles are characterized by certain terms bearing negative 
connotations within the context of the stories. The social groups mentioned above are mostly 
targeted on the grounds that they are the perpetrators of political exploitation.  

Another striking point revealed by the findings is the fact that no discriminating content based on 
denigration of gender or gender identity was encountered in any newspaper. Actually, a few stories 
regarding the visibility of LGBT during the Gezi Events were published in Radikal, Özgür Gündem, 
Taraf, and Habertürk dailies. However, in Sabah, Zaman, Yeni Şafak and Hürriyet dailies no content 
was observed regarding LGBT individuals. The limited coverage of LGBT individuals by the print press, 
being relatively less than the coverage of other social groups bring with it the risk for LGBT to be 
ignored. When the close relationship between the categories is considered, the absence of such 
discourse does not conceal the discrimination LGBT are subjected to through being ignored. 

Discriminating Discourse based on Sole Opposition 

Discriminating discourse based on “sole opposition” against a particular social group, political party 
or individual was encountered most frequently in Sözcü daily with 27 such stories. Yeni Şafak 
followed Sözcü with 23 stories. The fact that these two papers contained an equivalent number of 
stories within the “sole opposition” category and the highest number of such stories do not indeed 
seem surprising. The two papers, known to be in opposite political poles, cultivate opposition based 
on the references of the other.  

When discriminating discourse based on “sole opposition” in Yeni Şafak is examined, the following 
keywords are encountered: CHP mentality, psychological warfare, February 28, malice, struggling 
Ezidi mentalities, reaction against the government, status quoist forces, overthrowing the 
government, trap, chaotic atmosphere, opposition, those who want to take advantage of the conflict, 
indecisive opposition, pro-Ergenekon-neo-nationalist-status quoist forces, Janissary looters, 

                                                           
22

 "Intervention Vehicle for Communal Events" abreviated as TOMA are  water cannon trucks commonly used 
by the police forces during the protests.  During the protests, a group took control of a construction vehicle in 
Besiktas and chased the police. They called it POMA, which was a word game on TOMA meaning "Intervention 
Vehicle for Police Events". 
23

 For an example that contains the following phrases, Marxist terroist groups, slanderers blinded by ambition, 
those playing pots and pans, Marxist terrorists and provocateurs, provocations of the opposing parties, alcohol 
lobby, enemies of the ballot box; please see Hasan Celal Güzel, “Demokrasimizi deldirmeyiz, başbakanımızı 
yedirmeyiz”, Sabah, 04.06.2013. URL: 
http://www.sabah.com.tr/Yazarlar/guzel/2013/06/04/demokrasimizi-deldirmeyiz-basbakanimizi-yedirmeyiz 
24

 For a sample item that contains phrases such as, marginal segments, illegal organizations, neo-nationalist 
and partly fascist opportunists who only look after their own interests, crudeness; please see: Yasin Doğan, 
“Fırsatçılar ve düşen maskeler…”, Yeni Şafak, 05.06.2013.  
URL: http://yenisafak.com.tr/yazarlar/YasinDogan/firsatcilar-ve-dusen-maskeler/38006 

http://yenisafak.com.tr/yazarlar/YasinDogan/firsatcilar-ve-dusen-maskeler/38006
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terrorizing the streets, policy of exploitation, political project, lacking opposition, CHP turned 
demonstration for democratic demands into a street protest, trying to tweak democracy, Republic 
celebration walk.25 

By examining the keywords encountered in Yeni Şafak, it is possible to see that “sole opposition” 
discourse mainly targets the Republican People's Party (CHP). The use of adjectives such as neo-
nationalist and status quoist to describe CHP and phrases such as overthrowing the government, 
trap, and policy of exploitation reveals that Yeni Şafak prefers to fabricate conspiracy theories and to 
stay on defense in its opinion formation process. 

On the other hand, the keywords used by Sözcü were as follows: "One Minute's Darkness for the 
Sake of Perpetual Light" Protest, footsteps of fascism, glorious resistance, authoritarian ferocity, Mr. 
Tayyip, the person who always creates tension, partisan businessmen and political parties, pro-Sharia 
zealots, AKP's game, religion trade, religious exploitation, oppressive regime, power-drunk, teachers 
wearing headscarves, an attitude of infallibility, Kadir Topbaş at least has some dignity, relentless 
police state, the person called Tayyip, arrogance of a dictator, one man power, PKK rags, thousands 
of AKP supporters assembled by a text message.26  

In Sözcü daily, opposition strategies used against the ruling party are built on national values and 
exclusionary secularism. The keywords such as “pro-Sharia zealots”, “religion trade”, and “religious 
exploitation” point at religious factors, whereas phrases such as “the person who always creates 
tension” and “an attitude of infallibility” point at the ruling party and the personality of the Prime 
Minister as targets.  

As revealed by the keywords, attitude of both newspapers towards the political groups with 
opposing standpoints was the main source of discriminating discourse they endorsed. Yeni Şafak 
based its criticisms of Gezi Events on concepts supposed to be represented by CHP and adopted a 
conspiratorial attitude, whereas Sözcü based its support for Gezi Events on the current policies of AK 
Party and adopted an oppositional attitude. This may serve as an example of debates in Turkey's 
political arena being reflected in the media outlet. To conclude, analysis of media discourse 
demonstrated that political conflicts constitute an important source of discriminatory discourse 
based on “sole opposition” against the “other”.  

Discriminating Discourse based on Rhetoric of Democracy 

Up to this point, we tried to understand the references utilized in the production of direct 
discriminatory discourse during Gezi Events. To pinpoint discriminatory discourse built on rhetoric of 
democracy is not as simple as the first. The reason for this is the use of rather implicit references. 
Moreover, the overall gist of this type of content is considered as "politically correct" since the 
arguments are grounded on the concept of democracy. As a matter of fact, the greatest number of 
news item belonged to this category. This might be due to the fact that discriminating discourse 
permeates to politics and political discourse in Turkey and is produced on a nonconscious level. 

                                                           
25

 For a sample article that contains phrases such as, pro-Ergenekon--neo-nationalist—status quoist forces, 
Janissary looters, dark spheres and political looters, illegal organizations that collaborate with well-known 
governments -adversaries of Turkey- terrorizing the streets, and policy of exploitation; please see, Mehmet 
Metiner, “Başbakanı yedirmeyiz”, Yeni Şafak, 06.06.2013.  
URL: http://yenisafak.com.tr/yazarlar/MehmetMetiner/basbakani-yedirmeyiz/38020   
26

 For a sample article that contains phrases such as, a person called Tayyip, Tayyip mayyip, one man power, 
their envy for an oppressive regime and sultanate; please see,  Emin Çölaşan, “Koyun sürüsü(!) uyanınca”, 
Sözcü, 04.06.2013. URL: http://sozcu.com.tr/2013/yazarlar/emin-colasan/koyun-surusu-uyaninca-307237/ 
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In this section, we preferred to conduct an overall content analysis rather than looking at each 
newspaper separately. The slippery concept of democracy in today's society and especially its usage 
during the Gezi Events make it more appropriate to conduct an overall analysis. Besides, it would be 
ill-advised to judge the editorial policy of a newspaper based on the content of news stories and 
columns as they have differing understandings of democracy.  

In this context, the keywords encountered in the content supportive of the protests were as follows: 
Tahrir of Turkey, arrogance, "enough", democracy garden, the President is disconnected from the 
public, from Kasımpaşa, oppression, an attitude that declares all, who do not adhere to one's moral 
values, as second-class citizens, archaic democracy, adolescent syndrome which involves trying to get 
approval from a father figure, a single moral code, tear gas, police violence, 'police, do not terrorize,' 
a government that has 50% visual and auditory impairment, bad management, uncompromising, 
stubbornness, polluted power, a government that castigates, feeds, and claims guardianship, AKP 
turning into a state, divisive discourse, Gezi Spring, police oppression, rhetoric of "because, I said so", 
oppressive government, fear politics, forces against life, rebellion against authoritarianism, power 
drunk, threatening tone, a sovereignty that is crazy for the 50%, initiatives to personalize the 
government, irresponsibility of AKP. 

Murat Utkucu, while criticizing the attitude of the ruling party during the Gezi Events uses the simile, 
"The ruling party is 'intoxicated' by the feeling of having excessive power, as much as I would not like 
to make this simile, it has the self-confidence of a typical 'drunkard' needling here and there, making 
a great display." With such a statement, Utkucu responds to the Prime Minister’s targeting 
discriminatory statements and uses the word "drunkard" referring to PM Recep Tayyip Erdoğan's 
frequent criticisms against alcohol users.  He reflects this criticism back to his party’s government, by 
embracing the word "drunkard" which the PM commonly uses with a negative connotation. Just as 
the pejorative word used by the Prime Minister contains discriminatory elements, using the same 
adjective for the ruling party, which frequently expresses its faith in Islamic values, is effective but at 
the same time bears a quality that reproduces discriminatory discourse. 
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As in Utkucu's article, Ayşe Batumlu's article also endorses a supportive stance towards Gezi Events. 
However, in Batumlu's piece it is being questioned why the political reactions expressed during Gezi 
protests haven't been expressed for other events that happened in Turkey, with the reproachful 
statement "Where have you been before?" The author's examples focus on the Uludere/Roboski 
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massacre as revealed by the striking statements that read "Let's come to more recent times. Even 
the Roboski massacre realized 525 days ago was not able to stop you from watching "love is a fairy 
tale" series” or "When 34 saplings in Roboski, just like many others, were killed extrajudicially by the 
state, let alone getting up, didn't you even have the strength to touch on your light switches?" With 
such statements involving the second-person plural pronoun, Batumlu adopts a discourse with a 
potential to create a we / you contrast. She bases her piece on a hierarchization of suffering by 
juxtaposing the feelings of people that participated in the Gezi Events and lost their loved ones to the 
suffering of Kurds as a result of the mass violence against Kurds committed by governments. 

 

 

In his piece, Mehmet Türker, while supporting the Gezi protests and the protesters, bases his 
criticisms on the ruling party and the PM Recep Tayyip Erdoğan who negotiated with the Kurdish 
movement during the peace process. The author addresses the PM with the phrase "Mr. Tayyip", and 
accuses the PM for protecting "herds of pro-PKK murderers" while firing tear gas to the protesters. It 
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was observed that Türker adheres to discriminating discourse based on opposition and fostering 
enmity targeting the Kurdish movement, as well as the PM for executing the peace process.  

 

As revealed by the keywords, stories supportive of the protests are based on feelings of anger and 
resentment that have the potential to support discriminative discourse.  Such discourse, in some 
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cases, involves denouncement of the ruling party and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, in other cases, creates a 
we / you contrast, and while in other cases, fosters enmity. 

The keywords encountered in stories critical of the protests were as follows: Ballot box, deflection 
from the goal, instigation, undemocratic, normalization, election, naive citizens, wannabe, public's 
will, fifty percent, the protest at the beginning, getting out of hand, those who want to turn Turkey 
into Syria, showing off power, alcoholism, property damage, those who make sincere demands, 
those who damage public property, minority, majority, uncontrollable streets, advanced democracy.   

Sevilay Yükselir tries to investigate why Gezi protests got more intense and draws attention to how 
the legitimate goal of the protests was altered. The author, in her evaluation of the motives of 
people with whose viewpoints and actions she does not agree with, uses statements such as "purse-
snatchers who want to take advantage of conflictual atmosphere in the streets", "scurvy and 
treacherous dark forces", "a terrifying plot in which global actors are involved as well", "Some want 
everywhere to become Sivas, everywhere to become Madımak". Such statements, on the one hand, 
bear the risk to public trust and to target the legitimacy of Gezi protests and on the other, cultivate 
the concept of an enemy whose identity we cannot clearly define. For this reason, it can be argued 
that the content of the column is based on warning the readers against the dangers of an indefinite 
enemy.  
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On the other hand, Erdal Şafak, while evaluating the criticisms and curses directed to him, 
characterizes the "opposite" side as "a group of high school kids not even in their puberty". Then, he 
goes on to express his pity for the youth "for being manipulated by those with ulterior motives, by 
those who have different plots in mind". These statements are remarkable for the author’s reliance 
on ageism. While the author criticizes political attitudes and actions of the young, he bases his 
criticism on their young age. Moreover, the author's remark about his pity for the young reveals that 
he perceives the young people within the political landscape as passive individuals. 
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The keywords detected in the content with a critical stance against the protests, by describing the 
course of Gezi Events as having the potential to harm majority's democracy and the Gezi protesters 
as violence-prone, have a tendency to create a hierarchy among the society.  

In conclusion, it can be asserted that different facets of democracy are tackled in the critical and 
supportive content of different newspapers.  Whereas the stories supportive of the protests 
underscore the legitimacy of Gezi protests with regard to the use of democratic rights and freedoms, 
and criticize government's attitude and particularly the police violence; the stories critical of the 
protests maintain that the ruling party (national will) who came to power by democratic elections is 
opposed by illegitimate methods. Discriminatory discourse featured in media texts with different 
standpoints, which can be considered as the two sides of a political debate, results from the severe 
attempts of both sides to confute the legitimacy of the other being reflected in discourse. For this 
reason, discriminatory discourse based on the rhetoric of democracy is indirect and allows room for 
legitimation/normalization of discriminatory statements.  

3.f. What do headlines say? 

Headlines manifest the daily political attitudes of newspapers and are vital for reaching the intended 
audience since the cover page and the headline of a newspaper is the part that first catches attention 
and is regarded as worthy of reading. Therefore, headlines constitute the parts of a newspaper 
where the use of discriminating discourse is the most consequential and where utmost effort should 
be paid to avoid using such discourse. 
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When the headlines were published on June 1, the day following the evacuation attempt to Gezi 
Park, are evaluated, we see only 5 newspapers that covered Gezi Events in their headlines: Hürriyet, 
Taraf, Zaman, Radikal and Sözcü. Among these dailies, Hürriyet, Radikal, Taraf and Sözcü’s headlines 
emphasized police violence and injuries, while Zaman captioned the decision of the court to suspend 
the redevelopment plans of Gezi Park. Sözcü's headline that read "PHOTOSTORY OF TORTURE AND 
VIOLENCE AGAINST THE PUBLIC" forms a direct association between the government and violence 
and differs from the other papers by its choice of words. 

In the second day of our monitoring, all dailies except Habertürk covered Gezi Events in their front 
pages. Following the retreat of the police from Taksim, Zaman and Radikal emphasized common 
sense, while Sözcü and Özgür Gündem prefer headlines with a focus on the victory of the protesters.  
The manner in which Sözcü covered the news story becomes more apparent in the heading that read  
"Tayyip gave in, Police Retreated From Taksim VICTORY OF THE PEOPLE". Özgür Gündem preferred a 
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much simpler heading: “Resistance Won”. Sözcü's depiction of the adversities during Gezi Events 
through the personality of the Prime Minister and the emphasis placed on the victory gained against 
the PM can be regarded as an indicatory of the paper's discursive style based on “sole opposition” to 
the government. On the other hand, Taraf daily, with the following heading, makes the same 
emphasis without personalization, "Invasion is over - the square belongs to the people/ Everywhere 
Taksim, everywhere resistance". Hürriyet daily alludes to the impact of the social media, with its 
headline, "#taksimin5days" and portrays the changes in Taksim Square since the beginning of the 
events. Sabah daily uses the headline, "Gas cut down fog lifted," highlighting the violence of the 
events. As for Yeni Şafak, it came with a different headline that goes, "Who is managing this anger?"  
With this headline, it questions individuals and groups behind the events, describing Gezi Events as a 
directed social movement. Here, again, we witness the creation of the image of an enemy, not yet 
clearly defined. 

In the third day of our monitoring, the dailies Hürriyet and Radikal emphasized "environmental" 
sensitivity by displaying images of the Gezi protesters cleaning Taksim Square, whereas, Zaman daily 
came out with the headline, "Environmental conscience turned into ravage," a quotation from an 
interview with Ülker Durukan, the head of the Environment-Friendly Association. Here, it is 
questioned whether Gezi Protesters are sincere in their environmental sensibilities and provocative 
features of the violent events are underscored.  Sabah and Habertürk came out with the headlines 
quoted from different parts of Fatih Altaylı’s interview with PM Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, on June 2. 
While Sabah quoted the part regarding the protection of life styles and democratic rights, Habertürk 
focused on government’s environmental policies. However, it is remarkable that both dailies carried 
to their headlines the parts where arguments were proposed against the social demands of Gezi 
protesters. On the other hand, Sözcü daily came out with the headline "People are Getting Furious as 
Tayyip Speaks" which personalized the social demands and directed them at PM Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan. While this personalization is more moderate in Taraf daily, with the heading "Has not taken 
his lesson," the Prime Minister is criticized because of the way he evaluates Gezi Events. Yeni Şafak 
daily interpreted international advertising agencies cutting down their ads for TV channels as a 
strategy to create pressure and threaten; and supported the rhetoric of external enemy with its 
heading "Ad Blackmailing". Finally, Özgür Gündem daily, with its heading "Opportunity for 
Democracy" highlighted the importance of Gezi Events with regard to democratic rights and 
demands. 

In the fourth day of monitoring, the dailies Hürriyet, Zaman, Radikal, Sabah, and Habertürk came out 
with headings referring to Abdullah Gül's statement, "The Message is Received" calling all parties to 
order. However, the heading used by Habertürk "WELL-INTENTIONED MESSAGES ARE RECEIVED" 
emphasized the well intentions of some of the Gezi protesters, implying that some others may not be 
so well-intentioned. Özgür Gündem’s headline was critical of police terror, while Sözcü placed the 
emphasis on Recep Tayyip Erdoğan's speech which was described as threatening, and Taraf’s 
headline read "One person's whim" targeting the Prime Minister. Finally, Yeni Şafak daily used the 
headline "There is a foreigner in the Square" claiming the existence of a foreign hand in Taksim 
protests.  

Following Deputy Prime Minister Bülent Arınç's reconciliatory speech, a majority of the papers came 
out with headlines displaying the contradiction between democracy and violence. While Zaman, 
Sabah, Habertürk, and Yeni Şafak, referring to the moderate declarations of the government, came 
out with headlines drawing a thick line between democracy and violence; Radikal used quotations 
from BDP deputy Sırrı Süreyya Önder’s declarations following his negotiations with Abdullah Gül and 
Bülent Arınç. On the other hand, Özgür Gündem emphasized social call for democracy in its headline 
quoting from BDP co-chairman Selahattin Demirtaş's speech. While the Sözcü daily called out to the 
Prime Minister with its headline "Tayyip, Get It Already", Hürriyet questioned the attacks of the men 
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holding sticks to the protesters during Gezi events in İzmir. Finally, Taraf daily conveyed how 
particular companies were affected because of their political attitudes via its headline "Business 
world is in panic". 

On the sixth day, following the detention of the protesters who actively used the social media, 
Hürriyet, Radikal, Sözcü and Taraf captioned this event. Taraf's headline that read "Organization 
named ‘Why did you share this photo’" reveals how active social media users are perceived within 
the legal arena. On the other hand, Zaman daily emphasized its position against violence with the 
heading "Provocateurs caught in the act" and announced the arrestment of provocateurs who leaked 
into groups of citizens using their democratic right. When this headline of Zaman is evaluated 
together with the news story below (the story is about the accusation of foreigners with diplomatic 
passports as well as a young adult and two children making a stun grenade), it can be said that the 
headline brings social distrust into the forefront, and targets particular social groups by defining a 
crime without waiting for the judicial process to end. Sabah daily gave place to Taksim Platform, who 
communicated its demands to Bülent Arınç, in its front page with the headline "THE BAR HAS BEEN 
RAISED IN THE PLATFORM". The newspaper claimed that the Platform has included "irrelevant" items 
about the third bridge and the third airport in their list of demands concerning the Taksim Gezi Park. 
It would not be unjustified to claim that, the paper aims to discredit Taksim Platform and its 
reliability with these statements. Yeni Şafak maintained its xenophobic discourse by accusing the 
British and American media for taking advantage of Gezi Events to harm Turkey's economy. 
Habertürk, on the other hand, differed from the other papers by giving place to Sezen Aksu's 
magazinish message of democracy in its front page. Finally, Özgür Gündem emphasized the urgent 
necessity to meet democratic demands. 

Finally, coming to June 7, all papers featured in their front pages, different parts of the speech PM 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan made while he was in Tunisia. Hürriyet and Radikal dailies with their headings 
"It cannot be managed with 'take this and give that' mentality" and "Stubbornness of the barracks" in 
corresponding order, focused on the Prime Minister’s stance against negotiations. On the other 
hand, Zaman, Sabah and Habertürk dailies quoted the same phrase from Prime Minister's speech: 
"We are all for democratic demands". Because this political discourse draws a sharp line between 
what is and what is not democratic, it would be justified to claim that such a discourse might end up 
creating an excluded group. Sözcü used a headline that read, "A Democrat or a Sultan? Which one do 
you think?" criticizing Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and his manner of administration. On the other hand, 
Özgür Gündem repeated its expectation of an urgent reform package to ensure democratization. 
Finally, Yeni Şafak and Taraf dailies evaluated the declarations of the Prime Minister with two 
different economic agendas. Yeni Şafak maintained the Prime Minister’s discourse by targeting the 
interest lobby, and evaluating the PM’s abrasive speech positively. Contrarily, Taraf emphasized the 
responsibility of the Prime Minister for damaging the Turkish economy by his sharp declarations. 

In conclusion, as can be seen from the headlines, the discriminating discourse used in the political 
sphere is reflected on the headlines and is thus reproduced in the social sphere. In their headlines, all 
newspapers stuck with a certain attitude; while some newspapers could not abstain from using 
discriminating discourse, some newspapers endorsed discriminatory discourse as their editorial 
policy.  As we also tried to emphasize earlier, fostering enmity, targeting and hierarchizing were 
frequently encountered thematic emphases in the headlines. 

Conclusion 

In this report, we tried to examine how discriminating discourse, produced in the political and social 
spheres during the Gezi Park Events, was covered in the print press and the mechanisms used to 
reproduce such discourse. It was observed that discriminatory language and discourse categories 
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were present in the Turkish media and such discourse was reproduced in a fragmented, yet deep-
seated fashion. 

In this study, we examined all news stories, opinion columns, headlines, interviews and 
commentaries regarding Gezi Park Events published in the print press from June 1 to 7, 2013 by 
content analysis; a method commonly used in media studies. Newspapers, manually monitored 
during the designated time period, were classified into 3 categories. Sabah, Habertürk, and Yeni 
Şafak dailies were categorized as having a "critical stance against the protests", Sözcü, Taraf, and 
Özgür Gündem dailies as having a "supportive stance towards the protests," and Zaman, Hürriyet, 
and Radikal dailies as "having an equivocal stance". 

When the standpoint of the newspapers is evaluated in terms of their editorial policies, it is observed 
that media organizations behaved cautiously. The number of news stories and columns that were 
categorized as having an equivocal stance, declaring no stance and as having informative content, 
were much higher than the number of news items with a supportive or critical stance towards the 
protests. 

However, the proportion of news items that have a critical vs. supportive stance, gives important 
clues about the editorial policies of newspapers. As the number of news items categorized as having 
an equivocal stance, as declaring no stance and as having informative content decreases, the 
proportion of critical and/or supportive content increases. For example, Yeni Şafak and Özgür 
Gündem constituted the two newspapers that published the lowest number of cautious articles, 
however, they endorsed different editorial policies. While Yeni Şafak, with its critical articles, stands 
against Gezi Events, Özgür Gündem endorses an editorial policy that is supportive of the Gezi Events. 
Apart from the cautious content, all news items published in Taraf, Radikal, Sözcü and Hürriyet 
dailies were supportive of the Gezi Events showing that all four papers endorsed a positive editorial 
policy towards Gezi Events. 

On the other hand, the examination of the supportive and critical news items published in Habertürk 
and Sabah, two dailies with the highest proportion of cautious content, revealed that there were no 
critical news items and a small number of supportive news items in Habertürk. Differing from 
Habertürk, in Sabah daily, the critical news items outnumbered supportive news items.  

Finally, in Zaman daily, the proportions of cautious, critical and supportive articles were evenly 
distributed. Hence, no claims can be made regarding the standpoint of the paper regarding Gezi 
Events. 

Based on these findings, the newspapers, which were categorized prior to research can be re-
categorized after examining their stances towards the Gezi Events: 1) Newspapers with a critical 
approach against the protests: Yeni Şafak, Sabah; 2) Newspapers with a supportive approach towards 
the protests: Hürriyet, Radikal, Özgür Gündem, Taraf, Sözcü; 3) Newspapers that do not reflect a 
particular approach: Zaman and Habertürk. 

It was observed that one of the factors playing a role in the formation of editorial policies following 
Gezi events was the difference of opinion disclosed in news stories and opinion columns. The 
distribution of news content revealed that, while the news services mostly preferred to produce 
informative news, the columnists were more direct in expressing their opinions, whether supportive 
or critical of the protests. For instance, 76.1%, 80%, 96.9%, and 66% of the opinion columns 
published in Radikal, Hürriyet, Sözcü and Taraf, respectively, were supportive of the protests. 
However, in the same papers the average proportion of supportive news stories was 16%. Hence, it 
can be concluded that, while news stories are functionally used to convey informative content, 
opinion columns commonly reflect a particular political attitude.  
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The research findings did not reveal a significant relationship between the production of 
discriminatory discourse and the overall stance of the newspapers towards Gezi Events. All papers 
used discriminatory discourse surrounding different subjects and in different ways. However, direct 
discriminatory discourse, which involved fostering enmity, targeting, denigration and sole opposition, 
was more frequently observed in newspapers with a critical stance against Gezi Events. Meanwhile, 
indirect discriminatory discourse, which involved rhetoric of democracy built on the 
accusation/remonstration of groups with different views about the requirements of a democracy, 
was most frequently encountered in papers supportive of the Gezi Events. Based on the findings, it 
can be claimed that newspapers that produced a higher proportion of direct discriminatory discourse 
involving fostering enmity, targeting and sole opposition, featured less indirect discriminatory 
discourse based on rhetoric of democracy.  

In Yeni Şafak daily, which featured the highest proportion of news items based on fostering enmity 
and targeting, it was possible to come across articles that emphasized the role of foreign 
governments, intelligence services, international investors and the international press, as well as 
articles emphasizing international sources of Gezi Events. Moreover, it was also possible to detect 
polarizing discourse that drew on the past and present dynamics of the country's politics, and that 
emphasized social differences as differentiating properties, hierarchizing discourse based on making 
comparisons among different groups and favoring one over the other, as well as discriminating 
discourse that emphasized adverse effects of Gezi Events on Turkey's economy, that is, discourse 
based on economic concerns. To conclude, discriminating discourse based on fostering enmity 
targeted prominent social groups as internal enemies and portrayed foreign individuals and 
organizations, who were either perceived as the sources or the instigators of Gezi Events, as external 
enemies. 

In terms of content based on targeting, Sabah and Yeni Şafak produced almost equal numbers of 
news items of this sort.  Within this category, involving exclusion or criminalization of certain social 
groups, both newspapers produced content that judged and targeted others based on their own 
political and religious stance. References to different constituents of Gezi Events and their life styles 
were made by different jargons, which were assigned negative meanings within the context of the 
articles. These social groups were mostly targeted on the grounds that they prepared the 
foundations for political exploitation. 

Another striking point revealed by the findings is the fact that no discriminating content based on 
denigration of gender and gender identity was encountered in any newspaper. As we mentioned 
above, when the close relationship between the categories is considered, it does not seem 
reasonable to argue that expressions encountered in content that fosters enmity or targets certain 
groups do not involve denigration.  

Discriminating discourse based on sole opposition against a certain individual, social group, or 
political party was encountered most frequently in Sözcü daily followed by Yeni Şafak daily. The fact 
that these two papers had an equivalent number of articles within the sole opposition category and 
the highest number of such articles does not seem surprising. For as much as the two papers, known 
to be in opposite political poles, cultivate opposition based on the references of the other. 

The articles published in Yeni Şafak daily within the sole opposition category mostly targeted 
Republican People's Party (CHP).  On the other hand, discriminating discourse based on sole 
opposition produced by Sözcü daily was based on national values and exclusionary secularism. In 
conclusion, one of the most important factors cultivating discriminatory discourse was the attitude of 
the two papers towards political viewpoints that they did not endorse. As this example also reveals, 
the discussions in the political sphere are reflected in the media discourse and political opposition 
became an important element of discriminating discourse based on sole opposition. 
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The rhetoric of democracy entailed discriminatory discourse emphasizing democratic rights and 
freedoms and criticizing the events with references to democracy. Detecting this type of 
discriminatory discourse is more difficult compared to direct discriminatory language/discourse, 
because while the content of these articles is politically correct, the tone of the articles carries the 
risk to reproduce discrimination. Since rhetoric of democracy penetrated into all examined 
newspapers, we preferred not to base our inferences on particular newspapers. Instead, analyzing 
the data on supportive and critical content was considered as more purposeful for understanding 
how rhetoric of democracy penetrated into press discourse. Based on the analyses, it was observed 
that supportive news items drew on feelings of anger and resentment while making harsh criticisms 
against AK Party and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. On the other hand, critical news items might promote 
creation of a social hierarchy, by claiming that Gezi Events might be harmful for the majority’s 
democracy and by describing the Gezi protesters as violence-prone. To conclude, it can be said that 
supportive and critical news items tackled different facets of democracy.  

While the stories supportive of the protests underscored the legitimacy of Gezi protests with regard 
to using democratic rights and freedoms, and criticized government's attitude and especially, the 
police violence, the stories critical of the protests maintained that opposition to the ruling party 
(national will) who came to power by democratic elections is illegitimate. Discriminating language 
featured in viewpoints, which can be considered as the two sides of a political debate, results from 
the severe attempts of both sides to confute the legitimacy of the other being reflected on the tone 
of their discourse. For this reason, discriminating discourse based on rhetoric of democracy is indirect 
and allows room for legitimizing/normalizing itself.  

Finally, it was observed that the progression of the headlines was concurrent with political 
developments. While the headlines of Sabah, Habertürk and Zaman newspapers referred to 
declarations of the ruling party, Prime Minister or President Abdullah Gül calling for democracy and 
sobriety, the headlines of Hürriyet and Radikal dailies were critical of the police violence and drew 
attention to the significance of social media. Therefore, it can be said that the headlines were in 
conformity with the overall standing of the newspapers towards the Gezi Events. Additionally, 
headlines of Sözcü and Taraf newspapers had a harsher tone, giving prominence to and criticizing the 
ruling party and Prime Minister Erdoğan.  To the contrary, in accordance with its critical attitude 
towards Gezi Events, the headlines of Yeni Şafak depicted Gezi Events as plotted by those who aim to 
hamper economic and political development of Turkey.  On the other hand, Özgür Gündem's 
headlines were critical of police violence and emphasized social democracy. Yeni Şafak and Sözcü 
newspapers stand out when all the headlines are examined with regard to the production of 
discriminatory discourse. Yeni Şafak's emphasis on international forces and Sözcü's criticisms 
solidified in the personality of Tayyip Erdoğan resulted in headlines based on fostering enmity, 
targeting and sole opposition.  

The examination of the media discourse during the Gezi Events, which carry great political, social and 
cultural importance for Turkey, is an important pursuit for revealing the close relationship between 
political developments in Turkey and discriminatory discourse of the print press. The study revealed 
that each new expression/phrase that appears with each political development is used by the print 
media and is reproduced in different ways. During the reproduction phase, even though the political 
attitudes of the papers do not prevent the production of discriminating discourse, they shape how 
such discourse is constructed. One of the most important contributions of this study is opening the 
way for future studies to investigate how discriminating discourse is organized. Due to limited 
resources the sample size and the time period covered by this study was restricted. It will be 
particularly rewarding to conduct a comparative study with a larger sample covering a longer time 
period. 


